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Last issue we asked about your resolutions for 2015.
Your responses are oldies but goodies.

Your resolutions...

what do you think?

1. eat Healthier
2. exercise More
3. earn More Money

This year we are committed to helping you
reach your goals!  By working together, we can make 
2015 our healthiest year yet.

http://poll.fm/532fm
http://poll.fm/532f9


Great raw food recipes. 
Perfect magazine for me 
since I am going raw for 

the New Year!
Barb, USA

Have something to say? Click to send us a line.
We value your feedback and read every e-mail.

Readers Talk

My favorite part of each 

issue are the interviews.  
Keep it up!

Robyn, Arizona

Have praise or a suggestion?We are here to listen!

Thank you for all of the 
amazing feedback last 
year.  We have exciting 
things in store for 2015 

that we can’t wait to tell 
you about.

In the meantime, per your 
request, we put together 
our biggest recipe issue 
ever, with over 50 raw 

recipes to start this year 
right.  Enjoy!

 -your rfm team :)

Why do you love
Raw Food Magazine?
To access great recipes 
and interviews on 
living a raw vegan 
lifestyle, which I am 
new to.
In future issues I 
would love to see more 
on the benefits of 
eating raw.
David H, Georgia

Raw Food Convert
I used to think raw 
food would be gross 
and impossible to 
choke down. My 
wife subscribed 
and after making a 
few of the holiday 
recipes from last 
issue, my opinion 
has changed.
Thanks for making 
it so simple.
-John P, London

More recipes please!Tabatha, New York

mailto:rawfoodmagazine@gmail.com


Chocolate is good for you, chocolate is bad for 
you – we’ve heard both sides.  So, let’s get down 
to the beans of it. there is compelling research 
that chocolate is not only tasty on the tongue, 
but extremely beneficial to the memory 

centers of the human brain.  But, we’re not talking about 
just any chocolate, we are talking about raw cocoa. what 
if consuming the flavonoids extracted from raw cocoa 
plants could prevent or improve age-related memory loss? 
Do you think you would consume more raw cocoa? of 
course you would! only if it were proven, i presume. well, 
the proof is in the pudding, as some people might say. or 
maybe it’s in the cocoa...

 a person’s memory begins to decline 
in early adulthood and continues 

to make its nasty degeneration 
more noticeable as we age 

into our 50s and 60s. 
However, recent studies 
have shown that raw 
cocoa has some amazing 
effects on the dentate 
gyrus, which is the 

part of the brain that 
changes with age, 

responsible for 
the decline 

in memory 
and learning 
abilities. 

Dr. Scott a. Small, MD, and rose katz, Professor of 
Neurology, along with several colleagues, wanted to 
test this theory during a three month study.  thirty-
seven healthy participants, ranging in age from 50 to 69 
years of age, were selected to participate in this study 
where a cocoa flavanol test drink was taken from raw 
cocoa. the participants were randomly chosen to either 
receive a low-flavanol diet or a high-flavanol diet. each 
participant was given a series of memory tests and brain 
imaging tests prior to receiving the raw cocoa diet. the 
memory test consisted of twenty minutes of a pattern 
recognition exercise and the brain imaging tests consisted 
of measuring the blood volume within the dentate gyrus. 
after the three months, the tests were repeated again.

Dr. Scott a. Small reported that the post memory test 
showed remarkable improvement with those who 
consumed the high-flavanol diet. “if a participant had the 
memory of a typical 60-year-old at the beginning of the 
study, after three months that person on average had the 
memory of a typical 30- or 40-year-old,” he stated.

“when we imaged our research subjects’ brains, we found 
noticeable improvements in the function of the dentate 
gyrus in those who consumed the high-cocoa-flavanol 
drink,” stated adam M. Brickman, PhD, associate professor 
of neuropsychology at the taub institute.

Don’t like chocolate? well, flavonoids are also found in 
certain fruits and vegetables as well as in tea leaves. 
However, the amounts, mixture and forms greatly vary.

The Real “Secret” Nutrient
for Weight Loss Success

Diet trends come and go...
they come in pill form, 
‘healthy diet foods,’ 
protein and weight loss 
shakes as well as weight 

loss programs. Many people make 
promises and New Year’s resolutions 
to eat healthier and lose weight. on 
average how much weight do people 
actually lose each new year? i’ll tell ya’ 

– the world’s average waistline is still 
increasing each year!

Hello people! You don’t have to 
purchase pills, nasty high-fiber 
granola bars and powdery drinks to 
feel good and lose weight. research 
shows that the most helpful nutrient 
you can ever use when trying to lose 
weight is natural plant-based fiber. 
ever notice that some weight loss 

Let Grandma Enjoy Her Chocolate
and You Can, Too 

Research Round



regimens seem to help as long as 
you stay on them? why is that? these 
temporary diets are designed to 
provide minimal weight loss, while 
costing you (the customer) a lot of 
money.  if they provided a long-
term result, those companies would 
eventually be out of business. eating 
a high-fiber plant-based diet can 
provide long term physical results as 
well as be emotionally rewarding. So, 
how does plant-based fiber work?

a recent study done by Harvard 
Health showed that people who ate a 
plant-based diet lost the most weight 
and were able to keep it off when 
compared to those who ate generic 
meals containing processed foods. 
Plant-based fiber, from fruits and 
veggies, fills you up faster than sugars 
and processed foods without all those 
unwanted calories. therefore, you eat 
less, but receive more vital nutrients. 

also, there are no digestible calories 
in fiber; therefore, any carbs acquired 

from the fiber will not be stored in 
your body. So what happens to those 
carbs?  they are excreted out of the 
body.  But, this is not a waste! those 
carbohydrates are actually useful on 
the way out. Not only are they great 
for digestion, they also boost your 
metabolism since the body already 
burns calories while excreting fiber.

what are the best options for losing 
weight with a plant-based diet? the 
all-time favorite high-fiber fruits 
include (but are not limited to) 
raspberries, blueberries, pears and 
apples. then, there are hemp seeds, 
chia seeds, flax seeds, artichokes, 
asparagus, legumes, and sprouts. 
keep in mind that fruits and veggies 
will be lower in calories so you may 
need to consume more to have 
adequate energy.  Seeds and nuts are 
all excellent choices for fiber and great 
sources of healthy fats that provide 
long-lasting energy.

Now that i have ‘spilled the beans’ 

about plant-based fiber, it’s time to 
talk about the amount of fiber you 
need.  twenty to thirty grams of fiber 
per day is what the “average” person 
needs according to national health 
standards.  But, a person looking to 
lose weight should aim for 40 grams 
of fiber or more per day.

ready to dive in and eat nothing but 
high-fiber plant-based foods to reach 
your goals for 2015? Stop and think 
smart!  Don’t just dive into a diet plan 
consisting of only plant-based foods 
unless it is not far from your current 
daily intake. Your body, especially 
your digestive tract, needs to adjust.  
a sudden change from cooked 
processed foods to high-fiber plants 
can be extremely uncomfortable 
and difficult!  instead, introduce your 
palate, body and mind to a high-fiber 
diet gradually, beginning with foods 
you already know and enjoy.

Happy eating!

To Live Long and Strong, Eat Plants – Seriously.

the effects of a plant-based, whole food diet have 
been thoroughly studied for years now. in 2013, a 
study showed that participants with a whole food, 
vegetarian diet reduced their risk of cancer, lowered 
their body weight, decreased their risk of death from 

heart-related disease and reduced the amount of medications 
they consumed. 

a six-year study on plant-based dieting, focused on disease 
factors, culminated in 2014. the study, conducted by Complete 
Health improvement Program, showed that chronic disease risk 
factors could be drastically reduced by eating a diet of whole 
foods. How do they know? Subjects were strictly fed a whole 
food plant-based diet for a period of 30 days resulting in a 
notable reduction in cholesterol, lipoprotein cholesterol,  BMi, 
systolic and diastolic blood pressure and triglycerides.

adventist Health Study conducted a study, finished in 2014, 
with evidence supporting that a vegetarian diet promotes a 
lower presence of hypertension and metabolic syndrome, as 
well as lessened severity and occurrence of diabetes.

other recent studies have concluded that plant-based 
diets fortify us from cancers, cardiovascular disease, and 
cardiometabolic risk factors. with modern science pointing 
us in the right direction, we would be foolish not to listen and 
learn. academic research supports eating plants!

Research Round



 New to Raw Food?
want to ENJOY eating more raw food
and find amazing new raw recipes?
Join our free community.

 ✔ Expert Advice
 ✔ Easy Delicious Raw Recipes
 ✔ Community Support



THE Buzz

Busy lifestyles can make it difficult to maintain a raw 
food diet (or any diet for that matter). with family, 
work and after school activities, there just might 
not be enough time to prepare a wholesome meal. 

Many people turn to fast food, pizza or take out specials. 
So, where do raw foodies go? Just because you enjoy the 
benefits of raw food, doesn’t mean you have to miss out on 
classic meals and pizza.

Nestled in the heart of Santa Monica, California, is an 
establishment known as Planet raw. Juliano, founder of 
Planet raw, is one of the biggest promoters of raw food 
in La. He prides himself on using organic ingredients, raw 
homemade sauces, plus vegetarian, gluten-free and non-
GMo meals. Planet raw’s menu features a vast array of 
ethnic raw food including italian, Mexican, Japanese, thai 
and the all-american burger and pizza options.
the choice is yours, eat in or take out! Planet raw offers a 
boutique so you can purchase and prepare your favorite 
raw meals. Not sure how to prepare it? Not only does 
Juliano prepare the meals at Planet raw himself, he also 
offers raw food cooking classes on the side.

Eat In, Take Out, Or Learn To Cook Your 
Favorite Raw Dishes At Planet Raw

Looking to travel this year for vacation? 
Mark your calendars for the annual fresh 
food festival on July 16-19 of 2015. 
the fresh food festival is held at osted 

efterskole in Denmark, which is a boarding 
school far from town and within the beautiful 
realms of nature. this fascinating event was 
established in 2009 and focuses on the principals 
of raw food and a healthier way of living.

at this international festival, you will taste 
nothing but the freshest, ripest raw fruits and 
veggies. You will enjoy sporting activities like 
yoga, games, fitness classes and ball games. 
engage in informative discussions on raw foods 
by the most renown guest speakers; and, of 
course, mingle with other raw foodies. if you're 
looking to feel great, look great and expand your 
knowledge of raw foods, check out this festival 
dubbed ‘the healthiest festival in Denmark.’ 

Feel The Power Of A Fresh Food Festival



the organic grocery choices are expanding at 
your local walmart store and not with expensive 
organic items. Seriously! walmart is stomping 
down organic food prices by partnering with the 

well known provider, wild oats. wild oats was established 
in 1987 and has various products ranging from organic 
vegetable broth to organic cinnamon applesauce cups.

So what does this mean for us? walmart and wild oats 
have partnered to bring customers organic items at a 
lower cost compared to the national brand organics. 
Jack Sinclair, the executive vice president of groceries 
at walmart U.S. stated, “we know our customers 
are interested in purchasing organic products and, 
traditionally, those customers have had to pay more. 
we are changing that and creating a new price position 
for organic groceries that increases access. this is part 
of our ongoing effort to use our scale to deliver quality, 
affordable groceries to our customers.” 

the partnership between walmart and wild oats will 
bring 100-plus organic items to the largest retail store, 
making it easier and more affordable to enjoy organic 
products. in fact, costs are estimated to be about 25% 
cheaper than the existing organic prices currently on the 
shelves. “our availability at walmart will allow us to finally 
pass along scalable savings directly to consumers. we 
are reinvigorating our brand by bringing great tasting 
wild oats products to more customers than ever before,”  
announced the Ceo of wild oats, tom Casey.

while we will always encourage readers to deal directly 
and support local farmers and markets, if price alone is 
what stands between you and eating healthier organic 
produce, we are grateful organics are becoming more 
accessible to more people.

IN THE NEWS

Walmart ‘Stomps 
Down’ Organic  
Food Prices

Top 6 Tips 
To Save  
Money 

While Shopping Organic

Purchasing organic food does not have 
to be painstakingly expensive. aBC 
News reminds us to shop smart and 
plan proficiently when buying organic 
foods. Check out these tips for saving 

money while planning a nutritious meal: 

-Don’t get sucked into brand names! Grocery 
stores often offer privately-labeled organic 
products just down the aisle from the 
expensive name brands. 

-Google it! Many grocery stores offer
printable coupons for organic products, which 
could actually save you money, even on brand 
label products. 

-Buy in bulk! Buy your organics in bulk 
whenever possible. the savings are often 
passed to the customer. Dry bulk items can be 
stored and fresh products can be frozen.

-DiY foods can save tons of money! Making 
your own salad dressings, flat breads, and even 
energy bars allows you to make it your own 
way and without added preservatives.



Three Healthiest 
Habits  

to Start in 2015

instead of making a list of dozens of 
highly ambitious resolutions this year 
(many of which are rollover resolutions 
you failed to reach last year, and the 
year before that…) pick one of these 

three very simple habits instead.

Make it your resolution to create an 
unshakable habit of at least oNe 
of these things.  while it may not 
sound as sexy as “Climbing the 
Seven Summits” or “Getting Married” 
or “Losing 50 pounds,” these small 
habits actually have a positive 
domino affect on your health and life.

these are our three healthiest habits to 
start this year:

Morning Mug of  
Warm Lemon Water

2015 may not be the year you practice yoga every 
single day, never eat another cooked meal, or start 
running thirty miles a week.  But, if you want to 
adopt a simple and attainable health practice that 
will spark a flurry of other positive changes,
do this:



Start your morning 
with a mug full of 
warm water and the 
juice of half a lemon.

as insignificant as 
it sounds, kicking 

off the day with 
lemon water can have 

tremendous health 
benefits.  after a night 

of “fasting”  the vitamin 
C and potassium from the 

lemon boost the immune 
system, stimulate brain function and 

help to regulate blood pressure.

although lemons themselves are highly acidic, inside of 
our bodies the citric acid is metabolized and lemon juice 
actually becomes alkaline for our system.  Lemon juice 
breaks down uric acid internally, reducing inflammation 
and lessening pain associated with swollen joints.

Lemons are high in Vitamin C and potassium. Vitamin C 
is great for fighting colds and potassium stimulates brain 
and nerve function and helps control blood pressure.  
Plus, the pectin fiber contained in lemons fights hunger 
cravings and helps people lose weight.

warm water stimulates the gastrointestinal tract and the 
lemon juice acts as a gentle, natural diuretic.  So, drinking 
warm lemon water first thing in the morning keeps you 
regular and flushes out unwanted toxins.

the minerals in lemon juice combined with starting the 
day hydrated are a winning combo for both a glowing 
complexion and balanced hormonal production.

Missed your cup of citrus this morning?  Diluted lemon 
juice is also great to drink post-workout to replenish 
lost salts and minerals, or after a large meal to settle the 
digestive tract and combat heartburn.

if you are used to a morning cup of coffee, tea or tonic, 
switching it out for warm lemon water will be a small 
adjustment.  with something so simple, why not start the 
day right?  Just remember, the lemon juice is diluted with 
warm water for added hydration and to dilute the lemon 
juice so it will not have any negative effects on the pearly 
white enamel of your teeth!  enjoy your cup of sunshine!

Gratitude Practice

okay, okay, so you are constantly hearing about how you 
should be more grateful and how amazing gratitude is… 
and, yes, seriously, it is!  establishing a regular gratitude 
practice this year is one of the most positive habits you 
can create for your mind and body.

Practicing gratitude everyday does not take long, can be 
done anywhere and can be suited to your tastes.  Hate 
writing?  Don’t!  Journaling is only one of many easy ways 
to practice gratitude.

Here are five simple ways to start a gratitude practice:

   keep a daily journal of three things you are thankful 
for. this works well first thing in the morning or just 
before you go to bed. 

   tell a spouse, partner or friend something you 
appreciate about them every day.

   Look in the mirror when you are brushing your teeth 
and think of something you like about yourself.  Can’t 
think of anything?  think of something a friend has 
told you they love about you.

   Create a Happy Jar.  each day write one thing you are 
grateful for or a happy moment on a slip of paper 
and stick it in the jar.  then, those mornings you are 
having trouble feeling grateful, just pull out some of 
the papers and revisit your happy, grateful moments.

1.

2.

3.

4.



   take a picture of something you are grateful for every 
day.  Post it for friends and family to see or keep a 
private album to look at when you’re feeling blue.

Practicing gratitude can be in song, dance, thoughts, 
doodles, hugs or anything else that gets you to spend a 
few moments each day focusing your attention on what 
you love.

why gratitude?  out of these three habits, gratitude is 
perhaps the one with the most research supporting its 
transformative powers.  we distilled forty prominent 
investigations into gratitude to five areas where gratitude 
has a scientifically-backed impact.

emotionally, a regular gratitude practice has been shown 
to create longer-lasting feelings of positivity, increased 
resilience to stress, reduced feelings of envy, and more 
accessible happy memories.

individuals with a regular gratitude practice also 
experience social benefits.  Gratitude junkies experience 
healthier marriages, longer-lasting friendships, and a 
greater sense of satisfaction in intimate relationships.  
Generally speaking, those who practice gratitude are more 
socially inclined than those that don’t and have a greater 
sense of belonging.

Gratitude practice could be good for your business, too!  
the forty studies we poured over repeatedly affirmed a 
positive correlation between gratitude and career success.  
it turns out that practicing gratitude made managers 
better managers, improved salespersons’ ability to 
network, improved decision making in major corporations 
and increased productivity.

Not into business?  well, be grateful for your health!  
Participants who kept a daily gratitude journal became 
sick less frequently, slept better, exercised more, and 

experienced greater sustained energy levels than those 
who did not.  in the two longest-term studies we reviewed,  
the gratitude practicers actually lived longer on average 
than the control group.

five minutes a day of gratitude can kickstart an emotional, 
social, career and health trend in the right direction this 
year.  Plus, the research suggests others will even like you 
more.  Gratitude practitioners are often rated as less self-
centered, more spiritual, more optimistic, less materialistic 
and more confident than their peers.

i don’t know about you, but i am grateful such a simple 
daily practice can have such a tremendous impact.  2015, 
here we come!

Breathing

Breathing?  Seriously?  You may be thinking that since 
you can’t help but breathe, how is it a habit you need to 
create?  You already breathe all the time! well, breathing 
is the only involuntary bodily function that can also be 
voluntarily controlled.  this makes it a pretty powerful 
connector of the body and mind!

what’s more, breathing is responsible for flushing out 
toxins, adequate circulation, and maintaining a healthy 
lymphatic system.  Plus, breathing is the fastest way to 
stimulate the parasympathetic nervous system, the part of 
our nervous system that tells our bodies in times of anxiety 
that it is okay to relax.

5.

Practicing gratitude 
every day does not 
take long, can be done 
anywhere and can be 
suited to your tastes.  



research suggests adults use only about twenty percent 
of our breathing capacity on a regular basis.  as infants, 
we breathe fully naturally.  as we age, poor posture and 
stress-response to daily anxieties are largely responsible 
for the shallow chest breathing common today.

the good news?  we can learn to truly breathe again by 
practicing full diaphragmatic or “true” breathing.

Practice true breathing:

           inhale slowly and steadily through the nose to a 
count of 7, filling your diaphragm, middle of your 
chest and then the upper chest area.  feel your 
breath expanding your stomach, rib cage, sides and 
back.

          Hold your breath gently for a count of 7.

           exhale slowly and steadily from the mouth to a count 
of 7.  feel the air carrying tension and toxins from all 
parts of your body and release them in your breath.

           repeat this cycle of breath 4 times, working up to 8 
or 10 times as you continue to practice.

Practicing true breathing for even a few minutes will have 
an instantly calming effect on your nervous system.  this 
is an excellent way to wind down and relax before bed.

Building a habit of true breathing will do more than 
maintain positive oxygen levels for energy production, 
balance pH levels and eliminate waste.  true breathing 

is one of those keystone habits that trigger positive 
transformation in other areas of life.

the biological soothing of the parasympathetic nervous 
system makes a true breather more resilient to stress and 
perform better under pressure.  increased oxygenation 
and circulation mean more energy, efficient synapses 
(better brain function) and heightened creativity.  feeling 
stuck?  a few cycles of true breath are a great way to get 
your mind rolling again to generate creative solutions 
when all you are seeing are the obstacles.

taking conscious control of breathing also creates a 
strong awareness of the mind-body connection and 
creates feelings of being “in control,” which increases 
feelings of confidence and calm.  when we take time to 
breathe, we become more aware of our bodily needs 
– food, hydration, rest, and movement.  Perhaps, most 
profoundly, researchers at Harvard in 2006 actually linked 
regular breathing practice to increased cortical thickness 
in brain areas related to attention and processing sensory 
input.  Basically, breathing practice can actually cause 
your brain to physically grow.  a later study by Dr. Herbert 
Bensen showed that long-term breathing practice 
can actually alter gene expression. Not only does true 
breathing relieve stress in the short-term, it can alter the 
way your body responds to stress in the long-term.

So, why wait?  Make 2015 the year you truly start 
to breathe.

1.

2.

3.

4.



invited Out  
to Dinner?

Learn how to eat raw at a 
restaurant without getting
weird looks from your friends, 
family or blind date.



Just because you eat healthy raw foods, doesn’t 
mean you have to eat all of your meals at home 
in isolation. while raw and vegan restaurants are 
popping up in cities throughout the world, there 
may not be one near you or you might be invited 

(gasp) to eat somewhere other than Nothing But Greens 
Cafe.

Don’t worry! You can eat raw food and still socialize 
with SaD (Standard american Diet) friends and family 
without completely alienating yourself. these tips from 
raw foodies, who were sneaking healthy dressings into 
restaurants way before raw was trendy, will help you stop 
worrying about your meal so that you can focus on the 
people you are spending time with.

Choose Your Restaurant Wisely
when possible, try to find a restaurant that has a salad bar. 
Buffets are almost always a great option as they often offer 
a salad or vegetable bar. then, you can simply load up on 
fresh raw fruits and veggies at the salad bar, avoiding the 

stress of ordering off the menu altogether. if you are the 
invitee and have no influence on your dining destination, 
its time to start looking up menus.

Pre-Determine Your Order
if possible, look up the restaurant’s menu online. 
Many restaurants have their complete menus on their 
websites. also, check UrbanSpoon.com. Visitors may have 
photographed menus and posted them there. the Soups 
and Salads sections are a good place to start. Many cold 
soups are made with raw ingredients, so don’t be afraid 
to ask. Most restaurants are happy to accommodate you 
and learn about your dining habits. feel free to call the 
restaurant beforehand (preferably in the afternoon before 
dinner rush) to ask about ingredients and modifications. 
Many times a server or manager will work with you to 
construct a custom order that you can write down on 
a sticky note. that night at dinner when the server asks 
for your order, simply slip her your note and mention 
the manager’s name. then, instead of seeming difficult 
and complicated, your peers will admire your insider 
information and special “off-the-menu” order.



Become a Condiments Ninja
for a dressing, sauce or seasoning don’t be afraid to bring 
your own! Bring small containers of your homemade 
dressings, raw ketchup, marinara or barbecue sauce. 
You can even bring small sides of raw hummus, pesto or 
another veggie dip. if you don’t want to be seen pulling 
strange vials of homemade goo out of your purse at 
the restaurant, hand them to your server before being 
seated and ask him to add them to your meal. However, 
if bringing your own condiments seems too weird to you, 
you are generally safe asking for lemon juice or oil and 
vinegar on the side.

Guac It Up!
Guacamole is a popular appetizer at many restaurants, 
not just Mexican joints. ask to add guac, or at least 
avocado slices, to any salad. this is an easy way to add 
flavor, healthy fats and calories to a basic house salad. if 
the appetizer portion of guacamole isn’t made with raw 
ingredients, simply ask to replace the pita wedges or 
tortilla chips with vegetable slices. order an extra serving 
and share with your friends and you will go from the 
special needs friend to the favorite.

Spring for the Smoothie
another option for eating raw at a restaurant is ordering 
fresh fruit smoothies or a juice to start.  these options are 
typically raw, or can be easily altered, and a great way to 
satisfy your sweet tooth. order a tasty smoothie to start 
your meal (fruit first is ideal for food combining) or ask 
them to bring it out with dessert so you have something 
to happily sip on while everyone else dives into their 
molten lava cake.

When in Doubt, Smile and Ask
it’s astounding what you can make happen if you’re not 
afraid to ask. want more fat or protein?  ask if they have 
any nuts or seeds they can throw on your salad. Prefer 
arugula or spinach to the basic iceberg lettuce? if you 
see another green listed with a different salad or entree, 
chances are it’ll be a no-brainer to swap it out for your 
selection. Do they offer steamed broccoli? Just ask your 
server to skip the steam and add a bit of salt and pepper 
for an easy side. Does your salad come with a baguette on 
the side? See if it can be swapped for an apple, some sliced 
mushrooms or another fruit or veggie that caught your 
eye. ask and you shall [almost always] receive.

tip: Smiling and beginning your request with “if it’s not 
too much trouble…” boosts your likelihood of special 
treatment significantly.



Last Resort Snack Sneaking
Just in case their is nothing on the menu (or off the menu) 
that you can palate, make sure to have a secret stash of 
raw food bars or flax crackers in your purse or stuffed in 
your back pocket (ahem, gentlemen). either be honest 
about your food choices – say you are doing a New Year’s 
cleanse (also a conversation starter) – or claim utter satiety 
from a full day of snacking. then, take a quick restroom 
break to chow down on your granola bar. otherwise, you 

can just nibble away at the table and pass around extra 
bars for others to try. they will thank you for a tasty bite as 
they sit, hungrily, waiting for their cooked entrees to arrive.

although it’s not always effortless to maintain your raw 
food lifestyle while eating out, there are more options 
than you might assume at first glance. with a little pre-
planning and creativity, most of the time you won’t have 
any problems enjoying a meal out with friends and family.



to Beat the Winter Blues



Home Decorating Tricks  

Feeling blue? Bring light and warmth back
inside with these easy re-decorating tips sure 
to brighten your home and your mood.

re-decorating your home doesn’t mean you must spend lots of 
money, spend hours painting and sewing or change out all of your 
furnishings!  Small changes can make a surprisingly big impact 
in your home.  with shorter days, less natural light and cooler 
temperatures outside, this time of year is a great opportunity to 

boost the vibe inside!

Bring In The Light
•	 while your furniture may slowly be gravitating towards a crowded 

semicircle around the fireplace, drag a comfy chair or sofa by a sunny 
window.  Sitting by a window has proven health benefits whether you 
are reading, sipping your morning tea or answering pesky e-mails.

•	 Place a large mirror opposite the window in your most used room.  
reflecting what light does come through that wintry window will 
double the illumination of the room with natural light plus give the 
illusion that the room is actually bigger!

•	 Swap your light bulbs for full spectrum lights.  technically speaking, 
full spectrum lights have a color temperature of between 5,000-6,500 
degrees kelvin and a Lux output of 10,000.  Basically, this means they 
will emit more light (brighter) and have a warmer tone than generic 
light bulbs, which will brighten up the dark corners in your home.

Change Your Angle
•	 Have a room that feels particularly stagnant?  Quickly rearrange your 

furniture to avoid squares or right angles.  Something as quick as 
spinning your rug or dragging one end of a sofa to open up its angle 
can visually transform your space.

•	 where do you normally enter your room and where do you normally 
sit?  Make sure there are no hard lines (couches, tables or tall lamps) 
crossing the path you normally enter a space or visually impeding your 
view in your favorite seat.  the more open you feel in your home, the 
less “stuck at home” you are likely to feel this winter.



•		Paint the ceiling!  to 
brighten a room, choose a 
light accent color from the 
room and paint the ceiling.  
this only takes one day and 
one gallon of paint and can 
create a stunning difference 
in the emotional setting in 
your room.

Re-Arrange Your 
Stuff to Change 
Your Feeling
•		Strip your rooms of all 

knick-knacks, unnecessary 
decorations and clutter.  
Clutter makes a space feel 
small, stuffy and stagnant.  
Simply clearing off your 
tabletops and bookshelves 
can also do wonders to de-
clutter your mind.

•		for the trinkets, books, 
magazines and pictures 
you wish to keep on 
display, group items with 
similar textures and display 
them in odd numbered 
groups.  instead of having 
several framed pictures 
systematically lined across 
the mantle, try rearranging 
your photos in clusters of 
three with ample space 
between them.

•		Stack books, blankets, 
baskets and anything 
else “stackable” in varying 
heights.  Stacking books 
on shelves in pyramids of 
varying heights adds visual 
interest and whimsy to a 
room.  the more movement 
and space you create 
visually in a room, the more 
open and fluid you are likely 
to feel in it.



Green It Up!
•	 Nothing changes a home’s 

atmosphere quite like the 
addition of real, living foliage.  
feeling the SaDness coming 
on (seasonal affect disorder)?  
Bring home some freshly cut 
flowers.  Start an herb garden 
on your kitchen counter.  find 
your loneliest corner and add 
a hearty potted ivy or spider 
plant.  want to take it up a 
notch?  add an uplight to your 
greenery to highlight your lively 
corners and let the light dance 
on the green leaves.

•	 Don’t think you’ll remember to 
water new plants? add touches 
of green throughout your home 
with blankets, throw pillows, 
placemats or sheer curtains.  
Springy greens are reassuring, 
energetic colors and help bring 
balance to the darker, browner, 
cooler months of the year.



How to Save Money  
on Organic Produce

eating fresh fruits and vegetables is essential to a 
healthy raw lifestyle. However, sticking solely to 
organic produce, while healthier, can be rather 
costly, especially when considering the price of 
organics. Let’s face it, saving money on organic 

produce can be tricky! So, how can you enjoy organic 
produce at a reasonable cost? Here are some practical ways 
to eat healthy produce and save money.

What Color Is Your Thumb?
Nothing is more rewarding, not to mention cost effective, 
than to grow your own fruits and vegetables. i know what 
you’re thinking...I don’t have the space or the time to grown 

my own produce. However, growing your own garden does 
not require acres upon acres of land. Unless, of course, you 
are planting a corn field. You can grow many different fruits 
and veggies inside your own home. Just remember to start 
with the most resilient plants such as tomatoes, radishes, 
spinach and peas. they can strive in most environments 
and require very little effort on your part. 

Check The Market
Not that market! Check your local farmer’s market. farmer’s 
markets usually sell their produce at a lower cost than the 
grocery stores. Since you are buying the produce directly 
from people who manage their own farms, their products 



are less likely to have all the pesticides and preservatives 
like the bigger farms. Supporting these small businesses by 
purchasing your produce from them will help keep prices 
down as well as keep them operational. Many people are 
not even aware they have a local farmer’s market. You can 
check the website LocalHarvest.com to see where a farmer’s 
market may be located near you.

Peter Piper Picked A Peck Of Purple Peppers
Maybe your local farmer’s market is not so local. Now what? 
Perhaps you can pick your own produce. Some farmers 
offer a great deal if you come and pick your own fruits and 
vegetables. taking an afternoon to visit your local farm 
and pick fresh produce can be a fun outing for family and 
friends. Grab a basket or bag and a buddy and pick away!

How About A Date?
when shopping at your local farmer’s market or grocery 
store, keep an eye on the date and time. Many grocers will 
be happy to cut you a deal on some spotty produce or a 
nearing expiration date. Still, be sure that you will be able to  
consume those great deals within a day or two; otherwise, 
a great deal will just go to waste. towards the end of the 
day, farmer’s markets are a great place to bargain for sales. 
Vendors are well aware that produce, which didn’t sell 
during that day, must be carted back home and will stand a 
chance of rotting before the next sale. in fact, vendors tend 
to shout out their end of the day prices as people walk by.

Tis’ The Season
okay, so maybe you have a crazy job, several kids, a spouse, 
3 pets and no time for gardening or local farming options. 
But, you still need to maintain a reasonable budget with 
organic purchases. therefore, you head to the grocery store 
to pick up your produce. Don’t get wrapped up in paying 
exorbitant prices for out-of-season produce. Different fruits 
and veggies grow in different seasons; thus, produce out of 
season must be shipped in. why is it more costly? Grocery 
stores don’t sustain the shipping cost; they pass that along 
to their customers by increasing the price. Shop smart! Buy 
your apples and pears in the fall and your strawberries and 
grapefruit in the spring.

Bulk Is For Everybody
in many cases, it is cheaper to buy produce in bulk. Yet, for 
a single person or a small family, this can be difficult since 
fresh produce doesn’t stay good for very long. Contrary to 
what some believe, frozen foods are not necessarily lower 
in nutritional value. therefore, if it’s a good deal, buy in 
bulk. You can divide freezable produce like broccoli and 
cauliflower into ZipLock freezer bags. then, pull them out 
of the freezer and add to your soups and stews.  another 
yummy way to enjoy bulk fruits is to use a blender or food 
processor to make smoothies. Not only are smoothies 
a delicious way to get a full serving of fruit; they are also 
great for on-the-go, as a snack or a healthy breakfast to 
kickstart your day. 

Buy extra on Sale

Buy in Bulk



Have It Your Way!
Many people like the diversity of having 
their berries year-round. the thought of 
waiting until spring or paying a costly 
price for them out of season is dreadful. 
So, to sum it up, my advice is to buy 
the fruit you love (i.e. berries for me) in 
season and in bulk. then, divide and 
package them for the freezer. take the 
individual packages out to thaw, drop 
them in the blender, sprinkle into your 
raw granola or top a favorite dessert. 
Now you can have the organic produce 
you love whenever you want. 

Preserved food

freeze extra fruits & Veggies

Buy in Season

Take Advantage Of Your 
Grocery Store
Being thrifty isn’t always easy but 
it makes buying organic produce 
more affordable. You can save lots 
of money if you take advantage of 
a grocery store’s perks. Many stores 
offer reward Cards, which save you 
money on many different items. they 
may not specifically save you money 
on organic produce; however, the 
money you save on these other items 
can be put towards produce you 
desire. also, take advantage of the 
‘buy one get one free’ deals. Perhaps 
you don’t need 6 of a particular item 
but you can stock up on it when 
there is a sale. keep your eye on 
other stores! Some grocery stores will 
match the price if you can provide 
proof, via an ad, that another store 
is supplying the same product at a 
lesser price. Check the paper and the 
store’s website for coupons. Coupons 
come in handy when trying to save 
money on organic produce.
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Tai Chi
tai Chi is a form of Martial arts but is not about throwing 
punches or leaping up in the air to kick an enemy. tai 
Chi originated from qigong, which is an ancient Chinese 
discipline based in Chinese medicine.  although tai Chi 
was originally developed for self-defense, it is actually 
a series of slow-paced movements of the body while 
obtaining a meditative state of mind. 

Nowadays, people practice tai Chi to help relax their body 
as well as their mind. even though there have not been 
very many studies on the benefits of tai Chi, it is noted 

that tai Chi can strengthen the muscles and tendons, 
increase flexibility, help with arthritis, help to maintain 
a healthy blood pressure and improve balance, which 
reduces the risk of falling. Did you know that fall-related 
injuries are a leading cause of death among the elderly? 
one particular study showed that a group of elderly 
people who participated in tai Chi regularly had better 
balance, which not only boosted their self-esteem but 
also minimized their fear of falling. reducing stress is 
another mind-related benefit of practicing tai Chi. the 
great thing about tai Chi is that it can be done at your 
own pace, in any space, in a group setting or on your own.   

7 Body & Soul
Workouts

First, let’s reset our beliefs about exercise.  The best exercise is not one that makes 
you sweat the most, gasp for air, or become agonizingly sore the next day.  The best 
exercise is the one you will keep doing!  The best exercise is exercise that you enjoy.

These seven untraditional workouts have tremendous benefits for your physical body 
as well as your mind and emotions.  listed from mildest to most intense, see what 

speaks to you and give one of these a try this year.

Tai Chi
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Ballroom Dancing

Ballroom Dancing
Ballroom Dancing is a type of couples dance involving a 
rhythmic step pattern to match the characteristics of a 
particular musical style. Despite what most people think, 
there are actually two types of ballroom dancing styles. 
one style is a smooth, ballroom style where the dancers 
move in a counter clockwise direction around the whole 
dance floor. During the dance, the couples smoothly flow 
from one pattern step to the next. the waltz, tango and 
foxtrot are some popular examples of smooth ballroom 
dancing. the other style of ballroom dancing is the Latin/
rhythm style. it is a series of energetic movements where 
the couple mainly stays in one spot throughout the entire 
dance. the rhythmic moves portrayed in this style of 
ballroom dancing are based on the music’s tempo. Some 
examples of this type of ballroom dancing include the 
Cha Cha, Swing and the rumba. So where does ballroom 
dancing come from? Ballroom dancing originated in 
england in the late 18th century when the high society 
would throw extravagant parties and balls. they were 
used as a means of socialization by these elite classes in 
an attempt to meet and marry off their young. 

as time went on, ballroom dancing continued to be a 
social event but also became a sporting competition 
and a reputable form of exercise. although ballroom 
dancing is not as vigorous as running a marathon, the 
US Department of agriculture considers it a ‘moderate’ 
activity. Studies have shown that ballroom dancing 
is great for toning muscles in your thighs, calves and 
bottom as well as strengthening your abdominal muscles 
and back. what are some other perks about ballroom 
dancing? keep in mind that any regular exercise promotes 

a healthy cardiovascular 
system by lowering your 
blood pressure, cholesterol, 
strengthening your heart 
and increasing your lung 
capacity.  therefore, ballroom 
dancing is wonderful for 
your heart and lungs. Not 
only that, ballroom dancing 
might be a consideration for 
post-surgery rehabilitation. 
Ballroom dancing is a low 
impact activity; therefore, 
it is known to be one of the 
best exercises to rehabilitate 
the knees after a surgery. 

Not only is ballroom dancing 
physically rewarding but it is 

also mentally and emotionally fulfilling.  in 2003, the New 
england Journal of Medicine published a study showing 
the benefits of ballroom dancing with senior citizens. the 
study concluded that social dancing can reduce loneliness 
and depression and also combat dementia in the elderly. 
However, don’t think that ballroom dancing is only meant 
for the elderly. Loneliness and depression can hit at any 
age. Dancing is also a great way to lose weight. Did you 
know that dancing for 30 minutes can burn 200-400 
calories? this happens to be the same amount of calories 
burned by cycling or swimming. Cycling and swimming 
are great, too, but think about the fun,  romance and 
grace you can have by dancing. Ballroom dancing 
incorporates the best of both worlds: fitness and fun.
     

Iyengar Yoga
iyengar Yoga is a form of Hatha Yoga. it was developed 
and named after a man named B.k.S. iyengar who was 
looking for a way to improve his health after being 
diagnosed with tuberculosis. Since B.k.S. iyengar was 
born, raised and studied yoga in india, iyengar Yoga 
originated in india. in 1975, iyengar opened his school The 
Ramamani Iyengar Memorial Yoga Institute and began his 
journey teaching iyengar Yoga. 

this type of Yoga focuses on posture and alignment 
with precise poses while controlling breathing. iyengar 
introduced the use of certain props, which could be used 
to attain the pose at times when the body is not yet able 
to achieve the pose itself. So, what are the props he used? 
well, if you look into any yoga studio during a session, you 
might see some blankets, pillows, chairs, straps, bolsters 
and blocks. these ideas came from the development of 
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iyengar Yoga.

iyengar Yoga is not an 
intense workout. Yet, it is 
not as simple as holding a 
pose for a minute. these 
yoga poses are held for 
long periods of time while 
the body aligns completely 
and  regular breaths are 
completed for a specific 
duration.  Holding these 
poses has great benefits for 
the body such as building 
strength, balance, flexibility 
and lung capacity. a recent 
study, by David Griffin in 
the School of Medicine 
at UCLa in Los angeles, 
concluded that yoga is great 
for rheumatoid arthritis. the study found that people 
who participated in yoga twice a week for six weeks had a 
decrease in pain and disability. they also had a significant 
decrease in depression and an increased sense of overall 
peace while focusing on the body. with the fast pace of 
life itself and the pain that can come with it, iyengar Yoga 
may bring the balance many of us search for. 
  

Barre
Barre fitness is a unique cross-conditioning of the most 
effectual characteristics of pilates, ballet, strength 
training, flexibility training and physiotherapy. Barre is 
a low-impact but high-intensity workout using small 
movements of intricacy which target distinct muscle 
groups. this type of workout is commonly done while 
using the assistance of exercise balls, ballet barres or 
handheld weights.

Barre fitness originated in 
europe and was derived from 
the Lotte Berk Method. Mrs. 
Berk was a well known ballet 
dancer who suffered a spinal 
injury during a car accident. 
She and her orthopedist 
worked together to develop 
the Barre fitness method. 
this fitness regiment aided 
in her rehabilitation while 
strengthening her spine and 
core. fortunately, Mrs. Berk 
made a full recovery and began 
to share her exercise methods. 

Not only does the Barre fitness 
assist with strengthening the 
spine, it also improves range 
of motion, postural balance, 
develops lean muscle mass, 
coordination and grace. 
while doing these exercises, 

Iyengar Yoga

Barre
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a participant will follow specific breathing rituals to aid 
in clearing the mind and allowing a sense of peace and 
positivity. if you have ever been through lamaze birthing 
classes, you will know exactly what i mean. Deep mind-
clearing breaths can be beneficial in many daily events.
experience this yourself right now. Sit up straight, take 
in deep, steady breaths, close your eyes, and allow your 
mind to clear. See how it impacts your stress. i love that 
you can practice the benefits of Barre breathing just about 
anywhere and achieve a powerful sense of calmness!    
 

Krav Maga
krav Maga is a form of self defense using hand-to-hand 
combat stemming from the israeli Defense forces or 
the iDf. the training originated in israel, of course, and 
focuses on teaching specific techniques catered to reality-
based attack situations. krav Maga follows a specific set 
of principles including: neutralizing the threat, avoiding 
injury, quickly going from defending to attacking, using 
natural reflexes, striking the assailant  in vulnerable areas 
and using any tool or nearby object. 

Not only is krav Maga great for strengthening the body 
but it also builds self confidence and self control. How 
does it do that? the maneuvers you will learn while 
doing krav Maga prepare the mind to be able to deal 
with sudden stressors, or shock or an adrenaline rush 
from a violent encounter. thus, krav Maga physically and 
mentally prepares a person to handle any confrontation 
in real life situations. it will enable a person to feel safer 
on the streets and promote a sense of security and peace 
of mind. the great thing about krav Maga is that a person 
can achieve quick results in a short training period. 

Trail Running
trail running is the act of, 
well, running on trails. it 
can be trails in the woods, 
a local park, or manmade 
terrain. trail running stems 
from a long history of 
running, dating back to 
when men had to hunt and 
chase their food. running 
became a hobby with the 
first Greek olympics and 
found its way to england in 
the 19th Century where trail 
running became a game. it 
was originally known as the 
‘paper chase’ game. During 
this game, two groups 
would choose a random trail, 
then the first group would 

drop paper trails while the other group chased them by 
following their markers. eventually, trail running became 
known for having a positive impact on the body and 
mind. People choose to run for fitness, to still the mind 
and to enjoy nature.

what are the benefits of trail running vs road running? 
the soft surfaces of the trails reduce the risk of an overuse 
injury, which are common when running on hard turf or 
pavement. trail running allows us to run through nature 
like our ancestors, enjoying the crisp clean air and the 
vibrant scenery. this surreal environment plays a large 

Krav Maga

Trail Running
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role in the mental and emotional state of your mind since 
more endorphins are released while running on trails. 
with road running, you are bombarded by the stress 
of a busy road and the unhealthy fumes of automobile 
pollution, making running a less appealing exercise. 

running in general is great exercise for toning the leg and 
calf muscles and improve cardiovascular performance. 
trail running also helps to strengthen core muscles 
and the glutes. as a new trail runner, remember to 
start out small and work your way up. keep in mind 
that incorporating some uphill running is great for the 
knees and joints due to the fact that the varying terrain 
strengthens the muscles in the lower legs and feet. Don’t 
be afraid to walk some hills. walking has some great 
benefits, too. trail running is very versatile. find a trail 
running group in your area, run with a loved one or even 
hit the trails solo (just tell someone where you are going).   

Rock Climbing
rock Climbing can be described as the movement of 
climbing up mountains, any rough terrain, or artificial 
walls.  it can be an indoor or outdoor experience. Believe 
it or not, there are some very strenuous indoor rock 
climbing gyms. rock climbing requires physical strength, 
endurance and stamina and is considered to be very risky; 
so, for the safety of the participants certain equipment 
is recommended. the sport of rock climbing originated 

in the late 19th century in 3 specific european areas with 
Germany being the first. Later on, rock climbing became 
a form of recreation by people seeking a challenge filled 
with excitement and an adrenaline rush. 

although it is obvious that this physically grueling activity 
is great exercise for strengthening the legs, arms, chest 
and shoulders and back; it also benefits the cardiovascular 
system. when your heart is getting a nice workout, then 
blood is flowing properly to the accessory organs helping 
you feel good. weight loss is another great benefit from 
rock climbing. Did you know that there are about 3,500 
calories in one pound of fat? So, in order to lose 1 pound 
of weight per week, you would need to burn or cut back 
on 500 calories a day. You can diet, you can exercise, 
you can do both or you can rock climb for 1 hour at 
moderate intensity. think about this...if you rock climb 
for an hour, not only do you burn about 500 calories 
but you also get a full body workout. what a time saver! 
Many climbers describe their experience on the rock as 
meditative. Learning to manage your fear-response is just 
as important as learning physical climbing techniques of 
gripping, weight-shifting and balance on the wall.

whichever form of exercise you choose, moving the body 
in new and creative ways will benefit your mind and body 
tremendously. Before you begin a new exercise regimen, 
be sure to talk to your physician and ask him or her which 
exercises are right for you. Have fun playing!

Rock Climbing



Healthy eating doesn’t have to happen all 
at once. ready for a change?  Start small 
and bring your family, friends, spouse or 
roommates along with you!

these five health challenges are simple, fun and much 
easier to convince the family to go along with than “Hey 
kids, let’s only eat juiced vegetables for the next week!”

Yes, it is natural to want those we love the most to take 
care of themselves.  But, it is unreasonable to ask loved 
ones (or even yourself!) to completely change their eating 
habits overnight.  our patterns of eating have taken a 
lifetime to build and reflect our tastes, upbringing, and 
physical and emotional attachments to food.

taking that first step and aiming your family in a healthier 
direction can be easier than you think.  Choose your 

time frame, from a few days to an entire month or more, 
and enjoy the sense of accomplishment gained from 
completing one of these five delicious health challenges.

Raw Dessert Challenge
Desserts and sweets are often the first thing people give 
up when they are trying to be healthier or lose weight, 
and for good reasons!  traditional desserts are packed 
with highly processed grains, sugar, and artificial additives 
that take a toll on your body.

this year instead of giving up sweets, transform them!  
raw dessert recipes are generally super simple and 
shockingly satisfying.  Swapping out all desserts in your 
home to raw desserts is a fun and easy way to start 
involving the family in a new way of eating.
Choose a realistic timeframe and ask your family to hop 
on board with swapping all dessert consumption for the 

5 Fun Family
Health Challenges 

to Take On This Year



next week, ten days or month to raw desserts only.  they 
aren’t convinced?  whip up an amazing raw dessert and 
don’t give away how healthy it is until after they are raving 
about it.  with tummies full of tasty raw treats, taking the 
raw dessert challenge won’t sound so bad!

Do you normally have dessert as a family every night of 
the week?  Just on the weekends?  as much as you can, 
stick to your normal routine, just swap what you serve.  is 
ice cream a nightly ritual at your house?  indulge in raw 
coconut or almond milk ice cream instead or whip up a 
raw blended ice cream (takes two minutes) instead of 
sugar-and-dairy-packed commercial ice creams.  Normally 
make a brownie mix on friday nights for the kids?  Give 
those boxes of processed brownie mix to your neighbors 
and enjoy raw chocolate, walnut and date brownies.

Tips for Success:
•		Give away all the candy, cake mixes, cookies and any 

other traditional sweets in your home to your neighbors 
before you begin this challenge.

•		Get your kids involved by asking them to try and “rawify” 
their favorite desserts.  You can find delicious raw 
recipes for everything from chocolate pudding to peach 
cobbler and even cheesecake!

•		Don’t pig out!  Just because they are raw, doesn’t mean 
these healthier treats are an excuse to overindulge.  raw 

desserts can be rich and calorie-dense, so watch your 
portion sizes.

•		raw cookies, bars and truffle balls work double-time 
as daytime snacks.  Many raw desserts also make great 
healthy energy bites throughout the day.  raw cookies 
and bars also make great grab-n’-go breakfasts.  who 
doesn’t love a cookie for breakfast?  even if you miss 
your processed sweets, your family may have found a 
healthier way to snack.

the raw dessert challenge is a great first 
health challenge for family or friends still 
eating a highly processed diet.  Switching 

abruptly to green smoothies or raw veggies 
can be upsetting to people whose digestive 
tracts aren’t conditioned to so much great 

plant fiber.  finding ways to indulge the 
“sweet tooth” without caving in for processed 

sugary candies and baked goods is a great 
way to enjoy how delicious healthy 

food can be!

Green Thumb Challenge 
Learning about where food comes from can be powerful motivation to make healthier choices.  Do you or your family 
even know what carrots, lettuce or broccoli look like growing in the wild?  we are so removed from farming practices it is 
easy to forget where our food comes from.



the Green thumb Challenge brings the roots of plant-
based eating back into the home, literally.  to begin, 
have each member of the family pick an easy herb or 
other edible plant to grow.  this plant becomes their 
responsibility.  they water it, check on it, and can even 
name it if they wish.  tell them that at the end of the 
month they get to taste what they have grown.

at the end of a month, use some of the herbs in a salad, 
smoothie or raw pasta so everyone can taste what they 
have grown.  Growing your own food is empowering at any 
age, but can be surprisingly impacting for young children.

Tips for Success:
•		Let each family member pick from a list of the easiest 

plants to grow indoors.  Some plants do not do well 
indoors, which will be a set up for failure.  easy edible 
plants to grow include: garlic, scallions, basil, cilantro, 
chives, ginger, mint and rosemary.

•		Buy small clay pots for each family member and 
decorate them all together.  Personalizing and 
decorating their very own pot will make each 
participant more invested in the outcome.  Plus, 
they will look cute sitting in on your countertop or 
windowsill!

•		Create a routine for watering.  Before school, 
after school, after dinner or right before bed 
could all be great times to check on your new 
herb garden.  whenever it is, make sure you are 
consistent.  Making watering a regular family ritual 
means you won’t be nagging your kids to water their 
plants each day.

Produce Explorer Challenge
the Produce explorer Challenge works best with older 
kids (12 and up) although it can also be really fun to do on 
your own or with a spouse, significant other or roommate.

each participant chooses one item at the grocery store 
each week that they have never tried before.  their 
mission for the week is to find a tasty way to eat this new 
item.  Stick to the produce aisles on this challenge.

Grab all the usual groceries and then spend a few minutes 
exploring the produce section for something that looks 
peculiar, colorful or exciting!  each person chooses one 
new item – jicama, dandelion greens, fennel, or acorn 
squash – that they have never tried before.  if there are 
several participants, you might want to try alternating 
weeks.  this week, Suzy is the produce explorer and next 
week it’s Jonathan, for example.

once home with your funny fruit or veggie, do research 
online or ask friends and family for recipe ideas.  
Depending on the age and interest of your family 
members, you may ask that each participant researches 
their discovery and tells the rest of the family a few fun 
facts.  How does it grow?  what is nutritious about it?  a 
mini show-and-tell with your food.

Most people 
find this 

challenge fun, 
educating and 

exciting.  it just 
might become a new 

family tradition!

Mindful Eating Challenge
Healthy eating is more than just avoiding the bad stuff.  
it’s about learning to really enjoy the good stuff.  when 
we become aware of how food is affecting us, we begin to 
enjoy making healthy food choices instead of doing it out 
of a sense of obligation or fear.

the Mindful eating Challenge can be done formally or 
informally, with your family or silently by yourself.  at 
dinnertime every night for a week (or longer if you love 
it) ask each member of the family to describe the flavors, 
scents and textures they are experiencing.  first, take a 
minute of silence to observe your experiences.  “it tastes 
good”  or “it’s gross” is not enough.  why does it taste 
good?  is it sweet?  what about it is gross?  Does it feel 
slimy? mushy? coarse?  what other foods have a similar 
texture or smell?  Get as specific and detailed as possible.



Bringing awareness to the present 
moment slows down eating, which is 
good for digestion and prevents 
overeating.  often, this challenge leads 

participants to realize that addictive 
processed foods don’t have complex 

flavors.  a child (or spouse, even) may 
discover they don’t dislike a food as much 

once they experience the depth of it’s flavor.  
at the very least, you will learn a little bit more 

about how you and your loved ones experience 
tastes and textures differently!

Tips for Success:
•		tune into the tastes and textures of all food items on 

your plate.  Don’t just try to be mindful of veggies 
and fruits.  Be mindful of pizza, crackers, and sweets, 
too.  really discover what it is about these items that 
generate feelings of pleasure or make you cringe with 
disgust.

•		Do not judge the observations of others.  if your child 
says that broccoli is dry, grainy and bitter and spits it 
out, that is ok!  at least they are tasting and trying.  Do 
not judge your own preferences either.  Hate beets?  
Don’t worry!  Just try to be as specific as possible.  Do 
you enjoy the color but the earthy flavor turns you off?  
Let yourself and others feel and experience whatever 
they feel and experience without judgment or criticism.

•		Start by dishing small amounts of each food item onto 
each person’s plate.  once you have all tasted and 
discussed the different foods, then let each participant 
serve themselves their desired helpings.  By keeping 
things small, it helps bring focus to the activity instead 
of letting hunger drive the speed-eating routine.

Green Smoothie Challenge
the Green Smoothie Challenge is a classic and for a 
good reason.  it’s a healthy habit, not time-consuming 
and has a clear quantifiable goal.  Pick a time frame 
that makes sense for your family and lifestyle.  Green 
smoothies for 7 days or maybe even 21 days!  or 
choose specific days of the week: green smoothies 
every Monday for breakfast or a green smoothie every 
weekday with weekends off for the next month.

Green smoothies are a great way to get extra greens 
into your diet or sneak greens into the life of someone 
who dislikes salads.  even better, there are so many 
recipes and ingredients you can use, it is easy to find a 
smoothie to please almost anyone!

Tips for Success:
•		experiment with recipes and have 2-3 go-to smoothies 

before you start the challenge.

•		Stock up on bananas, greens, frozen berries or 
whatever you love in your smoothie before you begin.  
“we didn’t have smoothie stuff,” is never a good excuse 
for breaking your challenge!

•		Make your smoothie at the same time every day.  
Have your smoothie first thing in the morning, post-
workout, or right when you get home from work.  
whenever you decide to incorporate your green 
smoothie, keep it consistent for the greatest chance of 
sticking with it.

•		Make extra and freeze it.  Double your smoothie to 
share with the family or to freeze in case the next day 
is extra busy.  then, you can just grab your leftovers on 
the way to work and let it thaw until lunch.



Iit’s no secret that dropping temperatures, dry air and 
general skin neglect during the winter lead to dry, flaky, 
dull skin.  But, just because you can throw on some long 
johns and cover up the dull reality, doesn’t mean you 
have forgotten!  You deserve to have soft, silky, healthy 
skin even when you’re all covered up with long pants and 
sweaters.  it simply feels better; plus, healthy, hydrated 
skin ages better over time.

keeping skin looking radiant even during the darkest 
months doesn’t require expensive equipment, fancy 
creams, or time consuming processes.  with very simple, 
accessible ingredients and a few minutes each day you 
can keep your skin looking and feeling great no matter 
what the weather is doing outside.  Just 2-3 minutes 
spent pampering your skin in the morning and another 2 
minutes before bed is all it takes.

Step one
Exfoliate the Easy Way
removing the dead superficial skin cells on your body is 
essential to letting your skin glow, flourish and get rid of 
that dingy appearance.  if you use a gentle exfoliant, this 
can be done daily in your morning shower.  otherwise, 
just pick two days of the week to be your scrubby days!

there are many effective ways gently scrub the dead skin 
cells away, so choose what works best for you.  if you love 
dry brushing, stick with it!  Don’t have a dry brush?  Don’t 
worry about it.  Go to your kitchen and mix up a lightly 
abrasive scrub using 1 part raw coconut oil (olive, almond 
or jojoba oil work great as well) with 1 part baking soda or 
coarse sugar.  to make your mixture even more appealing, 
add a few drops of soothing lavender oil (if you shower 
before bed) or uplifting mint (for mornings).  keep scrub 
in an airtight container in the shower for up to two weeks.

Your 
Healthiest 
Skin Ever 
in 5 Minutes a Day
Because winter doesn’t have to mean 
dry, dingy dermis.



Not a fan of sugar scrubs?  an easy alternative is to 
combine salt and oil and use a loofah to scrub away dead 
skin cells.  this is a more abrasive scrub, effective for 
knees, elbows and other stubborn spots, but don’t scrub 
this into your face, neck or breasts which are sensitive 
areas prone to irritation and redness.
exfoliating scrubs are quick and inexpensive to whip up, 
and do wonders to keep your skin soft, bright and healthy.

Step two
Seal In Moisture With Raw Body Butter
after showering and exfoliating, it is extra important 
to pamper the newly exposed skin with rich, hydrating 
lotion.  avoid commercial creams that contain harsh 
chemicals and artificial ingredients.  instead, opt for a 
high-quality raw lotion or save yourself the expense and 
make your own.
thicker more luxurious body butters are the ticket for 
winter skin when your body could use the extra moisture.
a basic body butter your skin will love is three ingredients: 

1 cup organic raw shea butter
½ cup coconut oil
½ cup almond oil

of course, feel free to substitute your favorite oil and play 
around with adding herbs, spices and essential oils.  a 
few of our favorite combinations are: rosemary & Mint, 
orange & Ginger, and Lavender & Honey.
rub generous amounts of body butter gently into your 
skin, paying special attention to those areas that tend to 
dry out the fastest.

Step three
Morning Tonic For A Warm Glow
for happy, healthy skin what you put inside your body is 
just as important as what you slather on the outside.  to 
kickstart your day and give your face a little glow, begin 
by drinking a hot herbal tonic.  there are several healthy 
and delicious recipes in this issue.  or you can keep things 
super simple and just squeeze the juice of half a lemon 
and add a few pieces of ginger to a mug of warm water.

these warm herbal beverages first thing in the morning 
are hydrating, which keeps skin pliable and looking 
younger.  they also deliver essential nutrients to aid the 
detoxification process.  Lemon and ginger especially 
are soothing on the digestive tract and get your bowels 
moving in the morning.  Maybe you didn’t know, but skin 
health is a very good indicator of gut health.  Maintaining 
a happy, healthy gut is actually the surest way to have 
radiant skin!

Step four
Oil Cleansing
while it may seem counterintuitive, the best way to 
cleanse your skin before bed is actually with oil!  the 
simple science of it is that oil dissolves oil.  Dissolving 
a non-polar solvent (like sebum/sweat) requires using 
another non-polar solvent with similar composition: other 
natural oils.  oil cleansing before bed only takes a minute, 
feels wonderful and even acts as a natural makeup 
remover!  So ditch your harsh cleansers and grab the oil.

to oil cleanse you can use any high-quality natural oil. 
the most commonly used oils are castor oil and olive oil.  
Coconut oil, hazelnut oil, sunflower oil and others can also 
be used.

ThREE MINUTE MORNING ROUTINE

TWO MINUTE BEFORE BED ROUTINE



1)     Start with a quarter sized dollop of oil in the palm of 
     your hand and rub your hands gently together to
     warm the oil.  Do not wet your face first.
2)   Gently massage the oil into the skin of your face 

using small circular strokes until it has absorbed 
completely.

3)  Soak a small washcloth in the warmest water from 
your faucet and place the hot towel gently over your 
face.  the steam will help pull the oil and impurities 
from your pores.

4)  wait until the washcloth cools and then gently 
remove it, dabbing up any extra oil on your face.  
that’s it!

Your face will most likely feel moisturized when you are 
done.  if you still feel dry, rub a bit of oil between your 
fingers and again gently massage it into the dry areas.  
enjoy and try not to overdo it.  Most people will not need 
to oil cleanse every single night.  Do it as needed and 
enjoy your bright, luminous skin!

Step five
Gentle Massage
Self-massage, well any massage for that matter, does 
wonders to soothe the nervous system and move lymph 
around the body which helps eliminate toxins.  Massage 
also stimulates the nerve endings in the surface of 

the skin, increasing circulation into the capillaries and 
flushing skin with much-needed oxygen and nutrients.  
in indian ayurvedic cultures, massage is a daily ritual that 
even toddlers take part in.
to reap the benefits of massage – soft smoother skin, 
relaxation, improved sleep, increased circulation, 
improved muscle tone, increased alertness, and reduced 
blood pressure – follow these simple steps.

1)  find a comfortable place to sit or lay down and 
remove glasses, jewelry and restrictive clothing.

2)  Starting with your scalp, use your fingertips to 
firmly massage the skin in small regular circles.  
Move from the scalp to the face, ears and neck.  
then continue with firm short strokes across your 
collarbones, shoulders and around each arm.  Move 
down the sides of your body, being gentle on 
your chest and abdomen, until you begin to firmly 
massage each thigh, knee, calf and foot.  Spend as 
much time on each area as feels necessary to you.  
Be kind, easing up or skipping an area if you feel 
pain or discomfort.

3) Breathe deeply, relax and enjoy the sensations.

Self-massage is traditionally done without massage 
oil.  But, if your skin is so dry that it is pulling, feel free to 
incorporate a natural oil or bit of body butter.  if you find 
yourself collapsing into bed each night with no time to 
wind down, try doing the self massage first thing in the 
morning or while you are applying your morning body 
butter.  the mental stimulation and increased circulation 
from self massage are a great way to start the day fresh 
and feeling great.

MORE QuICk TIPS FOR  
MAInTAInInG RADIAnT SkIn

•		whenever possible change out of restrictive, thick or 
tight clothing.  we know it’s tempting to sleep in your 
stretchy leggings every night, but kick those off and 
let your skin breathe at least while you are sleeping!

•		opt for water rich fruits and veggies.  Dehydration 
takes a toll on the entire body, but most visibly, 
the skin.  while it can be difficult to chug the 
recommended 8 glasses of water per day, you really 
don’t need to if you are getting adequate hydration 
from your meals.  fresh plant foods are packed with 
water and nutrients to keep skin in tip top shape.

•		Skip the long hot showers!  what!?  Yes, you heard 
right.  Long exposure to heat (even hot water) dries 
out the skin and strips it of its natural protective oils.  
for your skin’s sake, limit showers to ten minutes or 
less and keep it cool.



FuLL LENGTH AuDIO INTERVIEW BELOW

Start Fresh Life
with nutritionist

and health coach 
Doreen Martin

welcome to another exclusive interview 
with raw food Magazine. My name is Sara 
Grove and today i’m here with Doreen 
Martin, popularly known as “raw Doreen.” 

Doreen is a very inspirational woman to me, a health coach 
and certified nutritionist. we are excited to talk to her today 
about her incredible story, the ongoing work she does with 
one-on-one clients and her advice for how we can start 
fresh this year.  it’s never too late to start being healthy!

in this interview you can look forward to learning the best 
way to kickstart a healthier lifestyle, three simple routines 

to take your health to the next level, common physical and 
emotional barriers people face and how to overcome them, 
plus true stories of people like you who turned their lives 
around with amazing results in as few as three months!

welcome Doreen.  thank you much for being here today.

Raw Doreen: thank you so much Sara. i am so blessed to 
do this interview with you and it is a great honor that you 
want to have this chat with me. i love speaking about raw 
food and helping others and detoxification. it’s just really 
good healthy stuff; so, thank you.

(Click the bottom bar to continue reading the full transcript online.)

& ReclaimYour

Click this bar to access the full transcript of this interview online.

Click to listen.
Play time: 45 minutes

https://s3.amazonaws.com/rawfoodmagazine/raw-food-magazine-issue15-doreenmartin-interview.mp3
http://www.rawfoodmagazine.com/start-fresh-interview-doreen-martin


In my Research Into Reversing Aging, I 
highlighted Dean Ornish’s landmark study 
showing that a low-fat, whole food, plant-based 
diet high in fruits, vegetables, whole grains and 
beans, along with walking, stress management, 
and support could not only reverse heart 
disease, open up arteries without drugs and 
surgery, and potentially reverse the progression 
of early-stage prostate cancer, but was the first 
intervention ever shown to increase telomerase 
activity – the enzyme that builds and maintains 

these caps at the tips of our chromosomes 
called telomeres which appear to slow the 
aging of our cells.

Yes, this new finding was exciting and should 
encourage people to adopt a healthy lifestyle 
in order to avoid or combat cancer and age-
related diseases. But, was it the diet, the 
exercise, or the stress management? That’s what 
researchers have been trying to tease out in the 
five years since this study was published.

can Meditation
   slow Down
      cellular aging?

By Michael Greger, MD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HrFNqHJja_I


Let’s look at stress first. 
In the film The Holiday, 
Cameron Diaz exclaimed 
“Severe stress ... causes the 
DNA in our cells to shrink 
until they can no longer 
replicate.” Did Hollywood 
get the science right? Do 
people who are stressed 
have shorter telomeres? 
To answer that question, 
researchers measured the 
telomere lengths in mothers 
of chronically ill children—
what could be more stressful 
than that? The longer a woman 
had spent being the main 
caretaker for her ill child, the 
shorter were her telomeres. 
The extra telomere shortening 
in the most stressed mothers 
was equivalent to that caused 

by at least a decade of aging.
We see the same thing in 
caregivers of Alzheimer’s 
patients, and those suffering 
severe work related exhaustion.

Even those abused as children 
may grow up with shorter 
telomeres. Not much we can 
do about our past, but if we 
manage our stress can we grow 
some of our telomeres back?

Well if you go off to a 
meditation retreat and 
meditate for 500 hours you can 
indeed boost your telomerase 
activity. 600 hours of 
meditation may be beneficial 
as well, but come on, there’s 
got to be a quicker fix, and this 
exciting new study delivers.

Caregivers of family members 
with dementia randomized 
to just 12 minutes of daily 
meditation for 8 weeks – 
just about 10 hours in total 
– experienced significant 
benefits. Better mental and 
psychological function 
accompanied by an increase in 
telomerase activity suggesting 
improvement in stress-induced 
cellular aging.

NOT MuCH WE CAN 
DO ABOuT OuR PAST, 
BuT IF WE MANAGE 

OuR STRESS CAN WE 
GROW SOME OF OuR 
TELOMERES BACk?.



A Vibrant ‘Beet’ 
To Put A Healthy Step  

In Your Life

Where This Amazing 
Plant Originated
Beets are currently in season 
in the Northern hemisphere, 
but if you’ve ever wondered 
about the history and use of 
this root, read on to find out 
more!

Beets are botanically 
classified as Beta vulgaris. 
they originated from wild sea 
beets which were native to 
coastlines around the world. 
Beets were first domesticated 
in the eastern Mediterranean, 
although only the root was 
eaten originally. 



Beets also had a place in ancient Greece where they were 
offered to apollo in the god’s temple at Delphi. reckoned 
to be worth it’s weight in silver, the romans were the first 
group of people to cultivate beets seriously. they would 
prepare beets by cooking them with honey and wine. 
even the renowned roman gourmet apicius included 
beets in his recipes for broths and salads.

During these early years, medicinal properties of beets 
were considered to be more important than cooking 
qualities. the root was often used to treat a variety of 
ailments including skin problems, wounds and fevers. 

Beets continued to grow in popularity as a dish, especially 
during Victorian times when their bright color was a 
welcome addition to salads and soups. Surprisingly, beets 
were also used as a sweetener in cakes and puddings. 
after the second world war, pickled beets were the most 
widely available form and it continue to be popular today.

What makes beets so great, anyway?
Beets come in a variety of shapes and sizes, although the 
most common is round and a dark color of red. However, 
you may also find beets in white, yellow, and even striped!

Beets have a sweet taste with earthy tones and are tender 
to eat. related to the turnip, this root vegetable has a 
much milder flavor. Belonging to the chenopod family, 
beets have been studied for their numerous health 
benefits and have unique qualities that set them apart 
from other members of this family. 

while the quality of the 
greens do not have the 
same nutrients as the 
roots, you can eat the 
beet leaves. 
Many people enjoy 
stewing them. the 
majority of the health 
benefits, however, come 
from the root itself. Beets contain powerful nutrient 
compounds that protect against heart disease, certain 
cancers, and promote overall health in a number of ways. 

Studies of beets have found that their phytonutrient 
content helps reduce the risk of many types of cancer. 
while these nutrient-dense superfoods are often ignored, 
when it comes to promoting optimal health they are 
a great addition to any diet. You can’t rely completely 
on beets to solve every health problem, but they are a 
significant health booster. the rich pigments in beets 
called “betalains” function as antioxidants and anti-
inflammatory molecules. they also are a healthy source of 
folate, essential vitamins, and fiber. 

Beets play an important role in detoxifying your body. 
the betalain pigments neutralize toxins in your body and 

promote excretion through the digestive system. if you 
are concerned about your exposure to toxins and want to 
support your body’s cleansing processes, beets can help!

Beetroot Pasta



Beautiful Beet Recipes
Because beets have a mild, sweet flavor, they 
can be used in a variety of recipes. for an easy 
healthy addition to any meal, grate raw beets 
and add them to your salad or as a garnish 
for cold soups. You can also chop them and 
marinate them with fresh lemon juice, olive oil, 
and a variety of herbs to make a savory salad 
that is perfect for any time of year. 

another fun way to prepare beets is to shred raw 
beets and carrots or any other veggies that you 
happen to have around in the food processor. 
Make up your own lemon-honey vinaigrette 
to dress the salad and enjoy as a hearty meal 
or side dish. the honey complements the mild 
sweetness of these root vegetables while the 
lemon provides a refreshingly tart note. 

if you’re feeling a little more adventurous in 
the kitchen, try pickled raw beets. Simply slice 
the beets thinly and cover them with a layer of 
apple cider vinegar. after marinating for about 
an hour, you will have pickled beets to add to 
raw dishes or eat by themselves. 

Now that you understand the history, benefits 
and uses of beets, what are you waiting for? it’s 
never too late to get this powerful superfood 
into your diet!

Beetroot Smoothie

Raw Beet Soup



want to grow your own herbs and veggies 
but don’t know where to begin?  Perhaps 
you feel like you do not have enough 
space for a garden or the climate is not 
optimal in your area. Many people do 

not realize that they can easily make their own mini 
greenhouse with a small area and in just about any 
environment.

with your own mini greenhouse, you can begin to grow 
crops earlier in the spring and continue to harvest them 
later into the fall, saving serious money on herbs and 
produce. this step-by-step guide teaches you exactly 
how to make a simple, mini greenhouse so you can grow 
your favorite herbs and veggies all year round! (Plus some 
handy dandy tips on the best edible plants to grow.)

What You Will need:

Note: these instructions are for a 3x6 ft. mini greenhouse. 
You may adjust the size by adding more hoops.

6 rebar stakes (2 ft. long & 3/8 in. thick)
18 ft.  of ½ in. flexible PVC pipe or copper tubing
Plastic sheeting (you can also use row cover or
shade cloth)
Mallet
Hacksaw
Scissors
Bricks

*optional
2 (6 ft. long 1x1) pieces of wood

How To Build Your Own 
MiNi GReeNhouse



How To:
Step 1: Rebar Installation
the rebar stakes will be used to support the greenhouse 
hoops. Place the stakes three feet wide and six feet long. 
Use the mallet to pound four of the six rebar stakes 
eighteen inches into the ground at the corners of where 
the mini greenhouse will be situated. then install the next  
two rebar stakes between those, adjacent to each other. 

Step 2: Cutting the Hoops
Use the hacksaw to cut the PVC pipe or copper tubing 
into three six-foot sections. Many people like the copper 
tubing better because it is more durable and pleasing to 
the eye.

Step 3: Creating the Hoops 
Place one end of the hoop over the rebar stake and 
arch it over the greenhouse bed to the adjacent 
rebar stake. Slide that end over the stake to make a 
hoop. repeat this step to make the other 2 hoops. 
the arch will be 2 1/2 feet in height.

Note: You can make the arch taller or shorter by 
simply adjusting the length of the pipe or tubing. 

Step 4: Choosing Your Greenhouse Cover 
You have 3 choices for covering your greenhouse: 
plastic sheeting, row cover or shade cloth.  

A.   Plastic sheeting seems to be the preferred 
choice for growing crops in the early 
spring through late fall. This is because the 
plastic acts as solar energy and heats up 
the air inside the greenhouse about 10-20 
degrees F higher than outer temperatures. 
WARnInG: On a sunny day, plants can get 
too hot and dry up.

B.   Row cover cloth is another type of cloth 
used to cover greenhouses. It allows air and 
sunlight in; yet, keeps the inside only about 
3-10 degrees F higher.

C.   You could also use a shade cloth to cover 
your greenhouse in mid summer to 
prevent certain produce, like peppers, from 
sunscalding. Lettuce and other types of 
produce do well under shade cloth because 
they thrive in cooler temperatures. 

Place your chosen material over the hoops and allow 18-
24 inches of extra material on all sides to secure it. then 
cut the material with scissors. You can create a door for 
one end by making two adjacent cuts on each side of the 
covering.

Step 5: Securing Your Greenhouse Cover
You can use bricks, rocks or 1x1 wood to secure your 
greenhouse cover. Simply fold the extra material over 
the bricks, rocks or wood and roll the extra material in 
towards the greenhouse. the weight of the material and 
bricks will hold the unit down. Use some bricks or rocks to 
hold the excess material at each end of the greenhouse.



that’s it!  Now you have your very own home greenhouse.  Does 
this seem too intimidating?  Don’t worry, you can also purchase a 
ready-made mini greenhouse from your local gardening store or 
from major retailers like amazon, Sam’s Club, and even ikea.

handy Tips & Gardening Goodies
in windy environments (or to give you peace of mind) use large 
binder clips to secure the material to the hoops.

avoid placing the mini greenhouse in direct sunlight because 
some plant species can’t survive the increased heat generated by 
a greenhouse, especially if mason jars are used as pots. 

During the hottest times of the day, throw a shade cloth over your 
mini greenhouse to keep the plants from burning up. 

Poor air circulation in very small greenhouses can pose a problem. 
raise the flap and use a small fan (even a battery operated fan can 
help) to get the air moving.

avoid overwatering! each plant has its own watering needs and 
the soil in a mini greenhouse traps the moisture. therefore, in a 
greenhouse you will use less water and will not be watering the 
plants as often. overwatering and a very humid greenhouse can 
cause fungus to grow on your plants.

Choose plants that can thrive in the same range 
of temperature. 

Hang a thermometer in the greenhouse and 
monitor it on a daily basis. the minimum 
temperature inside a greenhouse is 55 degrees 
fahrenheit and the maximum is 100 degrees. 
Place a small space heater inside the greenhouse 
if the temperature drops below 55.   

tomatoes, melons, strawberries and squash do 
really well in full sunlight. So, you can place them 
in the back or hottest area of the greenhouse.

Lettuce, asparagus, aubergines and oregano do 
better in the shadiest parts of the greenhouse or 
under a shade cloth. 

tall plants such as peas, tomatoes and beans can 
provide shade for other plants and herbs. Place 
them so they can tower over smaller shade-
loving plants.

Some other vegetables that do well in mini 
greenhouses include cucumbers, carrots, sweet 
corn, onions, pepper, and eggplant.

Have fun building, planting and eating your new 
greenhouse goodies!



7 Simple & Satisfying Breakfasts

Apple Cinnamon Chia Bowl
Bodacious Banana Bowl
Pear Mille Feuille with Walnut
Overnight Maple Buckwheat
Choco-Date Energy Bars
Winter Green Smoothie
Nutty Coconut Ball Cookies



7 Simple Breakfasts

RAW APPLE CINNAMON ChIA BREAKFAST BOWL
By ashley Melillo
BlissfulBasil.com

Prep time: 1 hr 15 min
Serves 2

Ingredients:
3 honeycrisp apples, peeled 
and cored, divided
4-5 medjool dates, pitted
½ teaspoon ground cinnamon
a pinch of nutmeg
2 Tablespoons chia seeds

Toppings:
raw walnuts
raisins
dried cranberries
hemp seeds

DIRECTIONS

Ashley Melillo
Blissful Basil

Creator of Blissful Basil, a blog dedicated 
to unearthing the happiest side of life 
through wholesome, plant-based foods, 
ashley incorporates an array of health-
enhancing ingredients in her recipes, 
hoping to guide others on their path 
towards improved wellbeing.

1. finely dice one of the honeycrisp apples and     
add to an airtight container.
2. take two of the honeycrisp apples and cut them into large 
pieces. add the apple pieces to a food processor along with the dates, 
cinnamon, and nutmeg. Pulse the mixture several times and then let 
it process for 2-3 minutes, stopping occasionally to scrape the mixture 
down the sides. Pour the apple-date mixture into the container with the 
diced apple and stir in the chia seeds.
3. refrigerate for at least 1 hour or overnight.
4. Divide the apple mixture between two bowls and top with raw 
walnuts, raisins, cranberries, and hemp seeds.
5. Serve and enjoy.
6. refrigerate leftovers.

http://www.blissfulbasil.com/


7 Simple Breakfasts

BODACIOUS BANANA BOWLS WITh STRAWBERRY SAUCE
By emily Von euw

thisrawsomeVeganLife.com

Ingredients:
2 sliced organic bananas
2 tablespoons dried 
mulberries
1/2 cup organic 
strawberries
1 teaspoon coconut nectar 

(optional) 
1/2 teaspoon vanilla extract 

(optional) 

Emily Von Euw
Creator of this rawsome Vegan Life, a 
blog dedicated to sharing wholesome 
raw, vegan recipes and information about 
the lifestyle, emily von euw has recently 
released her first cookbook all about raw 
desserts called rawsome Vegan Baking. 

Place the bananas 
and mulberries in a 
bowl. Put all of the 
other ingredients in 
a blender and blend 
until smooth. Pour 
over your bananas 
and mulberries. 
Chomp. 

DIRECTIONS

http://www.thisrawsomeveganlife.com/


7 Simple Breakfasts

FRESh PEAR MILLE FEUILLE WITh WALNUT BUTTER
By Chris Calomine

talesofakitchen.com

Ingredients:
Prep time: 10 minutes
Serves 1

Walnut Butter:
2 cups raw walnuts
2 Tablespoons coconut oil
pinch of vanilla seeds

Pear Mille Feuille:
fresh pear
walnut butter
sweetener of choice
toppings of choice: 
pepitas, chia seeds, sesame 

seeds, currants (oil-free, 
sweetener-free), bee pollen

Chris Calomine
Tales of a Kitchen

Chris is the author, recipe developer and 
amateur photographer behind tales of 
a kitchen. this blog is a place where she 
celebrates a healthy, positive lifestyle and 
the food she loves. 

add the ingredients for the walnut butter to your blender 
and blitz until you get a soft, creamy butter. this is my 
favorite walnut butter.

Cut your pear in thin slices

Layer everything up – every 2-3 pear slices add some 
walnut butter, honey (or whatever sweetener you are 
using) and toppings of choice; add 2-3 more pear slices 
with walnut butter, honey and toppings; then 2-3 more 
pear slices…all the way to the top.

Serve immediately.

DIRECTIONS

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

this recipe will yield more walnut butter than 
required for the pear mille feuille. You can easily make 
more than 1 serving or keep the walnut butter in an 
airtight jar for future use.

http://www.talesofakitchen.com/


Overnight Maple Buckwheat
By Marie Poulin

CitronLimette.com

Ingredients:
In a mason jar add:
½ cup raw buckwheat groats, rinsed 
and soaked for at least 1-2 hours.
¾ cup almond milk
2 Tablespoons chia seeds
3 Tablespoons maple syrup or your 
favorite sweetener
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
¼ teaspoon vanilla extract
1 banana, diced

Optional Toppings:
● Chopped fruit or dried fruit 
(banana, berries, kiwi, apple, 
peaches, nectarines, raisins, mango)
● Chopped nuts and seeds

Directions:
Leave the mixture overnight in the 
refrigerator and your breakfast is 
ready to go.

7 Simple Breakfasts

Marie Poulin
Citron Limette

as a personal chef and food blogger, Marie 
is an avid believer in the importance of 
eating right to maintain health. when it 
comes to recipes, she loves texture, color 
and fresh ingredients.

http://www.citronlimette.com/


By Shumaila Chauhan
NoviceHousewife.com

Ingredients:
12 medjool dates, pitted½ cup raw almonds½ cup raw hazelnuts2 Tablespoons chia seeds¼-½ teaspoon saltsea salt and cacao nibs for sprinkling on top¼ cup raw cacao powder¼ cup raw pumpkin seeds¼ cup unsweeteneddessicated coconut

DIRECTIONS

Shumaila Chauhan  
Novice Housewife

Shumaila is the one who does the cooking, 
baking, eating, writing, styling and 
photography for the Novice Housewife. 
She is a twenty-something indian living 
in the US & india and trying her hand at 
making delicious things for a living.

in a food processor, pulse the dates until well chopped or until they 
begin to form a ball.

add in the almonds and hazelnuts and pulse until finely chopped with 
some larger pieces remaining.

add the chia seeds, coconut, salt and cacao powder and process until 
well combined.

Scrape mixture into a medium bowl and, with damp hands, press into a 
large ball.

turn ball out onto a piece of parchment paper, cover with a second 
piece of parchment, and press into a rough rectangle shape, about one 
inch thick.

remove top piece of parchment and cut into 8 equal-sized pieces. Mold 
each bar into uniform shape. Sprinkle with sea salt, pumpkin seeds and 
cacao nibs. Press the nibs and seeds into the bar if necessary.

wrap with a rectangle of parchment and tape or tie to seal.

Yield: 8 bars

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7 Simple Breakfasts

Chocolate Energy Bars

7.  

http://www.novicehousewife.com/


By amy Jo Hearron
PureandSimple.typepad.com

Amy Jo Hearron 
Pure and Simple

amy is a devoted practitioner and 
advocate of healing who has been 
teaching Yoga since 2002.  She hosts and 
facilitates educational retreats and health 
and yoga workshops.

Blend all ingredients 
together in a 

high-speed blender. 

DIRECTIONS

You can substitute 
the three cups of 
kale for three cups 
of your favorite 
leafy green.

You can substitute 
1 tablespoon 
almond butter for 
the hemp seed.

7 Simple Breakfasts

Winter Green Smoothie

Ingredients:
3 cups chopped kale leaves

2 pears, peeled, de-seeded and 

chopped
1/2 cup fresh cilantro 
1 cucumber, peeled and chopped

2 inch piece of fresh ginger root

2 Tablespoons raw coconut oil

2 Tablespoons raw hemp seed

1 cup water
1-2 cups of ice

http://pureandsimple.typepad.com/


By aspen Jay
aspenJay.com

Ingredients:
1 cup raw almonds3/4 cup pecans1 cup medjool dates (de-stemmed and pitted)1/2 cup shredded coconut

DIRECTIONS

Aspen Jay
i’m a honeycrisp apple lover, a state fair 
junkie, and a mama of two boys (whose 
first solid foods were green smoothies). i 
like concocting healthy delicious recipes 
that even my sugar-loving husband enjoys. 

Blend the nuts in a food processor. then, add the dates and pulse until 
combined. add coconut and pulse until mixture starts to form a ball.
form into small balls and serve.

Yield: 25 cookies

7 Simple Breakfasts

Nutty Coconut Cookies

if you do not have a food processor, a blender will 
also do the job, just not as well.

http://www.aspenjay.com/


7 Hearty Soups & Stews

Raw White Gazpacho
Greens Galore Kale Soup
Creamy Red Pepper Soup
Raw Corn Chowder
Winter Beet and Apple Soup
Raw Cream of Celery Soup
Raw Vegan Coconut Curry



7 Hearty Soups & Stews

By Nadia Petrova
Natureinsider.com

Prep time: 10 minutes

Ingredients:
Serves 4

2 cups almond milk1/2 cucumber
1 cup white grapes1 teaspoon sesame oil1/4 teaspoon himalayan salt1/4 teaspoon white pepperwild onion & fresh garlic for garnishing

DIRECTIONS

Make the almond milk without adding any sweetener or  
additional flavors.

remove the seeds from the white grapes or use seedless ones. 
Blend white grapes with the almond milk and strain again.

Peel and cut the cucumber.

add everything to the blender and blend for one minute.

Garnish with wild onion and fresh garlic and serve chilled or add 1-2 
ice cubes.

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

Nadia Petrova
Nature Insider

Nadia Petrova is a nutritionist and author of 
the books Daily Raw and 14 Days Detox.
“My philosophy about life is that we are in 
control and we can change things. we can 
change the way we eat, feel, experience, 
live. we decide what is best for us. every 
single minute we are making a choice.”

Raw White Gazpacho

NOTE

if you want to make the soup purely liquid, juice the cucumber & 
grapes and mix them with the almond milk.

http://www.natureinsider.com/en


By elenore Bendel Zahn
earthSprout.com

Yield: 7 cups

Prepare the Soup

rinse and prepare the leek, kale, parsley, celery and zucchini and pop 
them into a high speed blender (an immersion blender will do the job, 
too, but the result won’t be as smooth) with the rest of the ingredients. 
add more water for a lighter soup.

Prepare the Raw Ginger Cream

Soak the pine nuts beforehand for a minimum of 5 hours, this will 
make them more easily digestible and leave you with a smoother 
cream. rinse thoroughly after soaking.

Peel the ginger using a teaspoon and finely chop up 1.5 tablespoons.

add all ingredients to high-speed blender and blend until very creamy.

Arrange

Pour soup in bowls or glasses. add a few spoons of ginger cream (swirl 
if you wish) a drizzle of olive oil and some freshly cracked black pepper.

DIRECTIONS

Elenore Bendel Zahn
Earth Sprout

whole food chef, health coach and organic 
gardener, elenore loves printed tights, 
champagne, nutrition books, being weird 
and chocolate kale chips. if you ever come 
to visit, be prepared for tons of green juice, 
movie nights and crazy dancing.

7 Hearty Soups & Stews

Greens Galore Kale Soup Soup Ingredients
2 cups kale, packed
1 mid-sized zucchini
1 small leek (green part, too)
2 handfuls parsley, chopped
1 stalk celery
2 avocados
1 small lemon, the zest
1 clove garlic
1/4 teaspoon himalayan salt or 
other high quality salt
1 Tablespoon virgin olive oil
1 Tablespoon tamari
1 teaspoon balsamic reduction
pinch of chili powder (depending 
on the heat of your chili)
3 cups water

For Ginger Cream

1 cup pine nuts

1 cup water

2/3 teaspoon salt

1 teaspoon nutritional yeast

1.5 Tablespoons finely chopped 

ginger root

http://www.earthsprout.com/


By Laura Hall
Sprint2thetable.com

Makes: 4 sides or
 2 larger servings 

Laura Hall
Sprint 2 the Table

figure competitor and want-to-be chef 
with a blog full of (mostly) healthy recipes,  
Laura posts recipes, fitness tips, and 
everything in between.

DIRECTIONS

Ingredients
1 cup warm water
1 medium red pepper
1/2 large avocado
1 medium carrot, chopped
2 Tablespoons hemp seeds
1 Tablespoon red onion, chopped
2 cloves garlic
1/2 jalapeño pepper, seeded
1 teaspoon ground cumin
1/2 teaspoon black pepper
Optional: 3-4 drops of lemon 
liquid Stevia

Place all ingredients in a high-speed blender and process  
until thick and smooth. allow to run for 4-5 minutes until 
slightly warm.

7 Hearty Soups & Stews

Creamy Red Pepper Soup

http://www.sprint2thetable.com/


By Shumaila Chauhan
NoviceHousewife.com

Prep time: 10 minutes

Ingredients
3 ears of corn, husked and silk 
removed
2 teaspoons chia seeds
1 avocado, coarsely chopped
juice from ½ lime
1 small jalapeno, seeded and de-
veined, chopped
1½ teaspoons sea salt (don’t leave 
out the salt, it makes a huge 
difference! Decrease if you aren’t a 
salt fan)
1½ cups cold water
1 Tablespoon extra virgin olive oil
¼ cup walnuts, chopped very finely

Shumaila Chauhan
Novice Housewife

Shumaila is the one who does the cooking, 
baking, eating, writing, styling and 
photography for the Novice Housewife. 
She is a twenty-nine-year-old indian 
presently living in the US and india and 
trying her hand at making cakes/cookies/
cupcakes for a living.

Place one ear of corn base down in the center of a large plate and 
hold upright with one hand. with a sharp knife, cut off corn kernels 
from top to bottom. transfer corn kernels to blender bowl. Do the 
same for the remaining corn.

once you have removed all of the kernels, use the knife’s dull edge 
to scrape the cobs top to bottom on all sides, collecting remaining 
pulp and “milk” (the remaining juice in the kernels) in the plate. add 
to corn kernels to blender bowl.

add remaining ingredients, except for the walnuts, and blend for 1 
minute or until well combined. add walnuts and blend for an extra 
10 seconds, just to distribute them.

Pour in bowls and serve immediately, or chill until ready to serve.

Leftover soup will keep for about two or three days.

DIRECTIONS

1.  

2.  

7 Hearty Soups & Stews

Raw Corn Chowder

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

http://www.novicehousewife.com/


By amy Lyons
fragrantVanillaCake.blogspot.com

Amy Lyons
Fragrant Vanilla Cake

amy Lyons is the blogger and recipe writer 
behind fragrant Vanilla Cake, a blog featuring 
raw and plant-based desserts as well as savory 
dishes. She is also the author two cookbooks. 
She graduated from Bethel University in 2007 
with a degree in Studio art and has a passion 
for creating beautiful things and helping others 
eat healthier. 

DIRECTIONS

Ingredients
2 cups chopped red beet
1 large sweet apple, chopped
1 large ripe tomato, chopped
1 cup fresh orange juice
1 garlic clove
1 Tablespoon dill
1 Tablespoon apple cider vinegar
juice of one lemon
filtered water as needed

For Garnish
Apple chips
Finely diced red beet

in a high-speed blender, combine the beet, apple, tomato, 
orange, garlic, dill, vinegar, lemon, and about 1/2 cup of water 
and puree until smooth.  if it is too thick add a little more water 
until it reaches the consistency you like. to serve, you can either 
warm it in the dehydrator or keep it at room temperature. 
Garnish with apple chips and diced beets. 

To make apple chips, slice one large apple very 
thinly and spread slices out on the dehydrator sheet. 
Dehydrate for about 24 hours until crispy.

7 Hearty Soups & Stews

Winter Beet & Apple Soup

http://fragrantvanillacake.blogspot.com/


By Christine roseberry
JustGlowingwithHealth.com

Christine Roseberry
Just Glowing With Health

Christine roseberry is a registered Nurse 
and Holistic Nutrition Practitioner. She has 
been healing from fibromyalgia naturally 
through a raw food diet and healthy 
lifestyle. it is her hope to inspire you to take 
charge of your own health to create that 
GLowiNG health from the inside out!

Blend all ingredients together in high-speed blender on high for 
3 minutes or until nice and warm.  Pour into a bowl and garnish 
with fresh herbs or sprouts.

DIRECTIONS

Ingredients
3 long stalks of celery, chopped
(leaves and all)
1/4 cup cashews, soaked overnight, drained 
and rinsed
1 clove garlic
1 cup water
1 Tablespoon fresh fennel
dash of Himalayan sea salt (optional)

7 Hearty Soups & Stews

Raw Cream of Celery Soup

http://www.justglowingwithhealth.com/


By Christine roseberry
JustGlowingwithHealth.com

Christine Roseberry
Just Glowing With Health

Christine roseberry is a registered Nurse 
and Holistic Nutrition Practitioner. She has 
been healing from fibromyalgia naturally 
through a raw food diet and healthy 
lifestyle. it is her hope to inspire you to take 
charge of your own health to create that 
GLowiNG health from the inside out!

fill a medium size bowl with the sliced vegetables (bell pepper, 
cucumber noodles and cilantro).

Blend the rest of the ingredients in a high-speed blender. if you 
want warm soup blend for about 2 minutes, otherwise blend 
until creamy. Pour over vegetables and serve room temperature.  
Garnish with cilantro.

DIRECTIONS

Ingredients
1 young Thai coconut (the flesh 
and water of, about a cup of 
flesh and 1.5 cups water)
1 thin carrot, cut in chunks
1 small clove garlic
1.5 teaspoons galangal ginger 
(if you don’t have galangal 
ginger, you can use 1 teaspoon 
fresh ginger)
2 teaspoons curry powder
1/2 Thai chili pepper, mined 
(these can be quite spicy so 
start with less if you don’t 
want it spicy)
2 Tablespoons green onion, 
chopped
2 Persian cucumbers, julienned 
to form noodles
1 red bell pepper, cut into 
matchsticks
1  handful cilantro
1/2 cup water (more or less to 
desired consistency)
(optional) 1/2 tablespoon 
lemon juice
(optional) 1 medjool date

7 Hearty Soups & Stews

Raw Vegan Coconut Curry

http://www.justglowingwithhealth.com/


Wonderful Winter Salads

Shredded Kale &     
Brussel Sprouts Salad

Blood Orange Salad

Red Cabbage, Radicchio & 
Endive Salad

Winter Salad with Creamy  
Orange-Ginger Vinaigrette

Persimmon Pomegranate Salad

Dandelion Green & Citrus

Winter Avocado-Persimmon



Wonderful Winter Salads

By amelia Crook
SimpleProvisions.com.au

Serves 4-6

Amelia Crook
Simple Provisions

amelia started Simple Provisions to 
remind herself to prepare and eat 
food that makes her happy. Because 
food doesn’t need to be fancy to be 
celebrated.

Ingredients
1/3 cup raw sunflower seeds
1 Tablespoon wholegrain mustard
juice of one lemon
1 teaspoon salt
1 generous Tablespoon pure   
maple syrup
2 Tablespoons macadamia nut oil 
(olive oil works too)
225g/1/2 pound brussels sprouts, 
very thinly sliced (3 cups)
4 to 6 leaves of kale, stemmed and 
thinly sliced (3 cups)

DIRECTIONS

Stir mustard, lemon juice, salt, and maple syrup together 
in a small bowl; whisk in oil.
Place kale in a large bowl and massage dressing into the 
leaves for a few minutes. toss in the brussel sprouts and 
sprinkle with sunflower seeds. Serve immediately.

Shredded Kale & Brussel Sprouts

http://www.simpleprovisions.com.au/


By Lisa Viger
rawon10.com

Peel and section the blood orange. 
then, in a blender, puree all the dressing 
ingredients until very smooth. 
assemble the salad and add the dressing.

Ingredients:
Dressing
1 blood orange
1 teaspoon garlic powder1 teaspoon onion powder2 Tablespoons olive oil 2 Tablespoons balsamic vinegar 1 Tablespoon agave 
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon black pepper1 dropper stevia

DIRECTIONS
Lisa Viger

Raw On $10
Vegan artist, photographer, and gardener 
who publishes daily raw menus on $10 a 
day or less.

Wonderful Winter Salads

Blood Orange Salad & Dressing

Salad
1 head green leaf lettuce or 

romaine, chopped 
1 blood orange, peeled and 

sectioned 
2 green onions, thinly sliced 

2 tablespoons chopped 

pistachios 
2 tablespoons raisins or dried 

cranberries 
1/2 cup arugula sprouts or 

alfalfa sprouts

http://www.rawon10.com/


Combine the thinly shredded cabbage, radicchio, endives and fennel 
in a large bowl with the parsley and chopped fennel fronds.

whisk together vinegar, maple syrup, olive oil and walnut oil in a small 
bowl. Season with sea salt and freshly ground black pepper to taste.

toss the salad with the vinaigrette just before serving. top with 
walnuts and a sprig of parsley if desired.

Ingredients:
For the salad
1/2 small red cabbage, finely 
shredded (using a mandoline or the 
shredding disk of a food processor)
1 small radicchio, finely shredded
2 Belgian endives, finely shredded
1 small fennel bulb, fronds 
reserved and finely shredded
2 tablespoons finely chopped flat-
leaf parsley
1/2 cup walnuts, roughly chopped

For the dressing
2 tablespoons apple cider vinegar
2 tablespoons pure maple syrup
1/4 cup extra virgin olive oil
2 tablespoons walnut oil
sea salt and freshly ground pepper 
to taste

DIRECTIONS

Sylvie Shirazi
Gourmande In The Kitchen

freelance food photographer and writer, 
Sylvie celebrates the joy that food brings to 
our lives every day. Her motto is “cook
simply.” She believes that good food 
should be simple, real and made with love 
for those we love.

By Sylvie Shirazi
Gourmandeinthekitchen.com

Wonderful Winter Salads

Red Cabbage, Radicchio & Endive Salad

http://www.gourmandeinthekitchen.com/


By Julie west
theSimpleVeganista.blogspot.com

for the dressing, place all ingredients into a food 
processor or blender and process until creamy, about 3 - 
5 minutes depending on your equipment. for a thinner 
dressing add 1 tablespoon of water at a time until desired 
consistency is reached. Makes about 3/4 cup. Store 
leftovers in airtight container in refrigerator for a week.

for a simple single-serving dressing, use the juice of two 
squeezed oranges and add a tablespoon of fresh minced 
ginger. Mix and drizzle on your salad.

Ingredients:
leafy greens of choice 
1/4 cup sprouted quinoa
1 or 2 tablespoons 
pomegranate seeds
1 tangerine or cuties 
(mandarins), slices

Orange-Ginger Dressing
1 cup oranges, peeled (About 
1 Navel or Valencia orange 
or 2 small mandarins)
1/2 cup cashews, soaked for 
2-3 hours
1/2 cup water
1 - 2 Tablespoons apple 
cider vinegar, to taste
2 - 3 Tablespoons fresh 
ginger, chopped
1/2 clove garlic
himalayan salt to taste

DIRECTIONS

Julie West
The Simple Veganista

Julie began a vegan lifestyle in the early 
part of 2011 and since then she has 
become passionate about creating healthy 
vegan dishes, some 100% raw, and sharing 
in hopes of inspiring others. 

With Orange & Ginger

Wonderful Winter Salads

Creamy Winter Salad

http://thesimpleveganista.blogspot.com/


in a small lidded jar, combine the ingredients for maple vinaigrette. 
tightly cover and shake hard to mix well.

Combine the persimmons, salad mix, and the dressing in a bowl and 
toss to coat well.

arrange salad on a serving platter and sprinkle with pomegranate 
seeds. Serve immediately.

Ingredients:
Salad
½ cup pomegranate seeds
2 small Fuyu persimmons, 
thinly sliced
6 oz. European salad mix

DIRECTIONS
Linda Tambunan
Brunch With Joy

Linda founded Brunch with Joy to share 
her bittersweet adventures in the kitchen 
and anything exciting that she might cook 
up for the world. follow her as she captures 
fun flavor stories.

By Linda tambunan
BrunchwithJoy.com

Wonderful Winter Salads

Persimmon Pomegranate Salad

Maple Vinaigrette
4 Tablespoons maple syrup1 Tablespoon dijon mustard2 Tablespoons rice wine vinegar4 Tablespoons olive oil
Black pepper to taste

http://www.brunchwithjoy.com/


1. in a bowl, whisk together the honey, lime juice, lime zest, smoked 
paprika, salt and olive oil.

2. Cut the dandelion greens in half and transfer to the bowl with the 
dressing.  toss the greens with the dressing and let sit for 10 minutes.

3. transfer the dandelion greens to a platter and top with grapefruit 
and citrus segments, pecan halves, and red onion.

Ingredients:
1 bunch dandelion greens, washed, 
dried and trimmed
1 pink grapefruit, segmented
1 orange, segmented
2 Tablespoons raw honey
1 lime, juice and zest
1/4 teaspoon smoked paprika
1 teaspoon salt
2 Tablespoons olive oil
handful of pecan halves
1/4 small red onion, thinly sliced

DIRECTIONS

Brian Samuels
A Thought For Food

a thought for food is a food blog written 
by Boston-based photographer and 
foodie, Brian Samuels.

By Brian Samuels
athoughtforfood.net

Yield: 4 servings

Wonderful Winter Salads

Dandelion Green & Citrus Salad

http://www.athoughtforfood.net/


By isabelle Boucher
CrumbBlog.com

Prep time: 15 minutes
Serves: 4

Prepare the Dressing:
in a small bowl, whisk together olive oil, vinegars and mustard 
until combined. Season to taste with salt and pepper.

Assemble the Salad:
in a large mixing bowl, toss arugula with dressing until well 
coated. Distribute between four individual salad bowls or 
transfer to a single large salad bowl.
arrange persimmon and avocado slices on the arugula, then 
scatter with pomegranate arils. Serve immediately.

Notes:
the beauty of this salad is the contrast between the crisp, sweet 
persimmon against the soft, buttery avocado. Make sure to 
purchase the small, squat tomato-shaped fuyu persimmons for 
this salad as they are sweet enough to eat even when slightly 
crisp, as opposed to the larger acorn-shaped Hachiya that are 
too tannic to eat until completely soft.

Ingredients:
For the dressing
3 Tablespoons olive oil
1 Tablespoon white wine 
vinegar
1 Tablespoon white balsamic 
vinegar
1 teaspoon Dijon mustard
salt and pepper to taste

For the salad
8 cups baby arugula
1 firm ripe Fuyu persimmon, 
quartered and thinly sliced
1 large avocado, cut into 
wedges
½ cup fresh pomegranate arils

DIRECTIONS

Isabelle Boucher
Crumb Blog

isabells is a 30-something coffee-chugging, 
booty-shaking, bargain-shopping, 
cookbook-collecting, photo-snapping, 
trucker-swearing, farmers-market-loving 
self-taught cook with a Mister and two cats 
to feed.

Wonderful Winter Salads

Winter Persimmon & Avocado Salad

http://www.crumbblog.com/


Fast Snacks

Fully Raw Fruit Pizza

Simple Yogurt Parfaits

Apple Cookies

Easy Banana Boat

No Bean Hummus

Raw Caramel Dip

Winter Trail Mix





By Jasmine Briones
SweetSimpleVegan.com

Prep time: 5 minutes

Ingredients:
⅛ round of a medium 
watermelon
1 banana
1 handful of blueberries
1-2 teaspoon(s) 
unsweetened coconut
1 Tablespoon goji berries
1 Tablespoon fresh mint

DIRECTIONS

Jasmine Briones
Sweet Simple Vegan

Jasmine Briones is the creator of the Sweet 
Simple Vegan! She is currently a Nutritional 
Science & Public Health student, living 
in Los angeles and sharing her passion 
for health by living a life dedicated to 
promoting fitness and nutrition through 
sweet and simple vegan recipes.

1. Slice a large round from a watermelon.
2. Lay onto a cutting board and add toppings of choice.
3. Using a large knife, slice as you would a pizza or cake.

Fast Raw Snacks

Fully Raw Fruit Pizza

http://sweetsimplevegan.com/


By Glory albin
Glorioustreats.com

Ingredients:

Raw coconut yogurt

Suggested Toppings:
granola
raw nuts 
shredded coconut
raisins
dried cranberries
diced dates
banana
kiwi
strawberries
blueberries
raspberries
blackberries
pomegranate seedsDIRECTIONS

fill a bowl with raw coconut yogurt and top with fresh fruit of your 
choice, granola, and nuts.
if you’d like to prepare the parfaits ahead of time, layer the fruit 
and yogurt and refrigerate (up to one day). add the granola and 
nuts right before serving.

Fast Raw Snacks

Simple Yogurt Parfaits

Glory Albin
Glorious Treats

Glory is a wife, mother and also a few other 
things... a baker, crafter, photographer, floral 
designer and an obsessive party planner. 
She loves color, design, and sweets... and 
especially loves bringing all three of those 
things together!

http://www.glorioustreats.com/


Ingredients:

1 apple
2 Tablespoons raw peanut 
butter or almond butter
pecans
shredded coconut
raw chocolate chips
(you can make your own by 
mixing raw cacao powder, 
coconut oil and honey. 
Allow mixture to cool and 
harden before breaking into 
chip-sized pieces)

DIRECTIONS

1. Slice apple into thin rings and remove core.
2. Spread peanut butter over one side of ring.
3. top with pecans, coconut shreds, and 
chocolate chips.

Fast Raw Snacks

Apple Cookies

Rachel Schultz
for rachel Schultz, her blog is her 
Household almanac – the publication of a 
daily domestic informational log.  rachel 
is an author, homemaker/theologian, and 
overall bull in a china shop.

By rachel Schultz
rachelSchultz.com

http://www.rachelschultz.com/


By John and Lauren
HotforfoodBlog.com

Ingredients:1 banana 2 Tablespoons raw almond 

butter1 Tablespoon raw cacao nibs

Extras: hemp hearts, 
coconut flakes, chia seeds, 

cranberries

DIRECTIONS John and Lauren
Lauren and John are hot for food… as long 
as it’s vegan! together they’re cooking up 
vegan love and bringing this increasingly 
popular lifestyle to food fans across the 
globe via their blog, Hot for food.

Slice the banana in half with the peel on and then you can kind 
of pop it out of the peel a little by peeling it back slightly. Spread 
almond butter on each side and top with raw cacao nibs and other 
toppings of your choice. eat the banana out of the boat with a fork!

Fast Raw Snacks

Easy Banana Boats

http://www.hotforfoodblog.com/


By amy Layne
DamyHealth.com

Prep time: 5 minutes
Yield: 3-4 servings

Ingredients:

2 zucchinis (peeled and 
chopped)
3/4 cup raw tahini
1/2 cup fresh lemon juice
1/4 cup olive oil
4 garlic cloves
2 1/2 teaspoons sea salt
1/2 teaspoon ground 
cumin

DIRECTIONS

Raw Treats Your Friends Won't Know Are Raw! 

Place all ingredients into your food processor 
and blend until completely smooth.

Serve with raw veggies and enjoy!

Amy Layne
Damy Health

Co-founder of DaMYHealth, coach 
specializing in holistic nutrition, fitness, self-
love, goal realization, inspiration and living 
your best life, amy is also the creator of the 
world famous Bikini Body Program online 
and Healthy rebel eBook Cookbook.

Fast Raw Snacks

No Bean Hummus

http://www.damyhealth.com/


Tom and Ali
Nourishing Meals

tom and ali are co-owners of whole Life 
Nutrition, a health education business 
empowering people with science and 
recipes to heal and rise to optimal health.
ali is also a cookbook author and mother of 
five children. 

By tom and ali
NourishingMeals.com

Ingredients:
1 cup raw cashews
1 cup medjool dates, pitted 
(about 8 to 10 dates)
1/4 cup grade B maple 
syrup
2 teaspoons vanilla
pinch sea salt
date soaking water as 
needed

DIRECTIONS

Place the cashews into a small bowl and cover with 
water. Let soak at room temp for about 2 to 3 hours. 
Place the pitted dates into a separate small bowl and 
cover with water. Let soak for about 2 to 3 hours.

to make the dip, drain and rinse the cashews then 
place them into a blender along with the dates (save 
the water), maple syrup, vanilla, and salt. add about 
6 to 8 tablespoons of the date soaking water and 
blend. Blend until ultra smooth, scraping down the 
sides if needed.

Scoop out into small bowls and serve with sliced 
fresh apples.

Raw Treats Your Friends Won't Know Are Raw! Fast Raw Snacks

Raw Caramel Dip

http://www.nourishingmeals.com/


Lindsey Johnson
Cafe Johnsonia

Cafe Johnsonia (pronounced John-soh-nee-
uh) is the name Lindsey chose because she 
lovingly calls her family the Johnsonian 
institute. Cafe was because she loved to 
cook and one day plans to have her very 
own restaurant or cafe.

By Lindsey Johnson
CafeJohnsonia.com

Ingredients:
1 cup salted pistachios, 
shelled
1 cup dried cranberries
1 cup raw chocolate chips 
1 cup raw almonds
1 cup homemade or store-
bought raw granola clusters

DIRECTIONS

Mix everything together in a bowl. transfer to jars or 
bags to give away, or keep in an airtight container.

Raw Treats Your Friends Won't Know Are Raw! Fast Raw Snacks

Winter Trail Mix

http://www.cafejohnsonia.com/


Quick and Tasty Dinners

Raw Vegan Pesto Ravioli

Seasoned Raw Tacos

Sweet Potato Salad

Rainbow Nori Rolls

Easiest Raw Lasagna

Raw Korean BBQ Tacos

Spicy zoodle Bowl



Raw Vegan Ravioli

By Juhea kim
PeacefulDumpling.comIngredients:

1 yellow summer squash
4 cups basil, roughly chopped
1/4 cup sprouted walnut butter
1/4 cup sprouted walnuts (regular 
walnuts will also work)
2 cloves garlic, finely minced
about 10 sundried tomatoes, 
chopped
1/2 cup raw tahini 
5-6 tablespoons water
salt and freshly ground black pepper

Directions:

1. In a blender or food processor 
blend the basil, minced garlic, 
walnut butter and walnuts. (If it has 
trouble blending, add 1 tablespoon 
water). Salt and pepper generously 
and set aside.

2.  In a small bowl, whisk together 
the tahini and the water, adding a 
few tablespoons of water at a time 
until creamy and absorbed. Add the 
chopped sundried tomatoes and mix 
well to form a paste.

3. With a very sharp knife, carefully 
slice the squash into rounds of about 
1/32″ thickness. This takes time, but 
it will be worth it!

4. To assemble, lay one round of 
squash on a plate. Add about 1 
teaspoon of the sundried tomato 
mixture. Top with another squash 
piece and seal the edges down with 
a finger or a fork. Repeat until all 
the squash rounds are used. Drizzle 
with the pesto sauce and a bit of 
raw tahini.

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Quick and Tasty Dinners

Juhea Kim
Peaceful Dumpling

editor-in-chief of Peaceful Dumpling, a 
vegan and healthy lifestyle site, Juhea also 
contributes to the Huffington Post, Mind 
Body Green, Sheknows,  and rodale News. 
She is a health and wellness expert and a 
certified Pure Barre teacher in New York.

With Sprouted Walnut Pesto

http://www.peacefuldumpling.com/


Quick and Tasty Dinners

By kristen willingham
theVeggieGirl.com

Ingredients:
1 cup raw walnuts
1 teaspoon cumin
1 handful cilantro
1 teaspoon chili powder
1/4 teaspoon cayenne pepper
2 teaspoons garlic, minced
1 jalapeño pepper, sliced
1½ Tablespoons olive oil

Toppings:
raw walnuts
shredded lettuce
½ tomato, diced
1/4 onion, diced
1 handful cilantro
½ yellow zucchini, shredded

DIRECTIONS

Kristen WIllingham
The Veggie Girl

as a certified fitness instructor with a 
Masters of Science in Health education, 
kristen believes it is important to have 
a healthy, active lifestyle. for her, the 
healthiest way of eating is a plant-based, 
veggie diet. So veggie lovers, let’s put on 
those aprons and cook ourselves healthy!

Place the walnuts in a food processor and pulse until roughly ground. 
add the cumin, cilantro, chili powder, cayenne pepper, garlic, jalapeño 
pepper (make sure to remove the seeds from the jalapeño first) and 
olive oil to the walnut mixture. Continue to process until the mixture 
resembles the appearance of ground beef.

for a completely raw taco, use romaine lettuce as a taco shell, then just 
add your “meat” and toppings.

Raw Seasoned Taco Meat

http://www.theveggiegirl.com/


Quick and Tasty Dinners

By Jesse Lane
JesseLanewellness.com

Prep time: 15 minutes
Servings: 3 mains or 6 side dishes

Ingredients:
2 sweet potatoes
1 cup dried currants
1 cup chopped walnuts
½ cup almond butter
½ cup melted coconut oil
6 teaspoons curry powder

2 teaspoons cinnamon
2 Tablespoons apple cider 

vinegar
2 Tablespoons tamari

Jesse Lane
Jesse Lane Wellness

Jesse Lane Schelew, BSc, CNP is a cheerful 
Holistic Nutritionist, motivating speaker, 
cookbook author and wellness writer.  She 
is a co-author of the Holistic in the City 21 
Day Smoothie Guide and has contributed 
recipes to krisCarr.com, MindBodyGreen.
com and Get Naked in the kitchen: Healthy 
recipes that are Proud to Bare it all. 

1. Make the Curry almond Sauce by whisking or blending together 
almond butter, melted coconut oil, curry powder, cinnamon, apple cider 
vinegar and tamari.

2. Next peel the sweet potatoes and either spiralize them, grate them or 
use a peeler to make the raw sweet potato noodles.

3. Place the sweet potato noodles in a bowl with the currants and 
walnuts and massage the sauce into the raw sweet potato salad.

DIRECTIONS

1.  

2.  

3.  

Sweet Potato Salad With Curry Almond Sauce

http://www.jesselanewellness.com/


Quick and Tasty Dinners

Rainbow Nori Rolls
By Lauren rea

aDashofSoul.com

Prep time: 10 minutes

Ingredients:
For the wraps:
2 nori sheets
1/3 cup carrots, sliced into 

thin matchsticks
1/3 cup cucumbers, sliced 

into thin matchsticks
1/3 cup green cabbage, 
sliced into thin matchsticks

1/3 cup red cabbage, sliced 

into thin matchsticks
½ of an avocado, pitted and 

thinly sliced

For the sauce:
2 tablespoons peanut butter

4 tablespoons lime juice
2 teaspoons raw honey
2 teaspoons sesame oil
2 teaspoons soy sauce
3 tablespoons water

Lauren Rea
A Dash of Soul

Lauren is a 25-year-old wife, dog 
mommy, and foodie living in atlanta. 
She’s in love with New Southern cuisine 
and always cooks with a dash of soul! 

arrange half of each vegetable onto a nori sheet.

tightly roll the nori up with the vegetables inside, and wet 
the edge with a little water to help it seal when you reach 
the end.

repeat with the other nori sheet and rest of the 
vegetables.

whisk together all the ingredients for the sauce, and serve 
immediately with the nori rolls. the seaweed will get soft 
from the vegetables if it sits out for very long.

DIRECTIONS

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

http://www.adashofsoul.com/


By Holly waterfall
HappyfoodHealthyLife.com

Ingredients:
Yield: 4 platefuls
1 zucchini, sliced2 cups raw cashew cheese1 yellow squash, sliced2 tomatoes, sliced1/2 cup salsa1/2 cup shredded carrots2 tablespoons chopped cilantro

DIRECTIONS Holly Waterfall
Happy Food Healthy Life

Holly loves to cook, loves to share, and 
loves to eat all while establishing a healthy 
relationship with food: no diets, calorie 
counting, or restricting – ever!

Divide zucchini among 4 plates.

Layer each serving as follows: squash, cashew cheese, tomato, salsa, 
carrots and cilantro.

Done. Simplest meal ever.

1.  
2.  

3.  

Quick and Tasty Dinners

Easiest Raw Lasagna

http://www.happyfoodhealthylife.com/


By rachel Carr
rachelCarr.com

Korean BBQ Marinade 
Ingredients:
1/4 cup chili paste
3/8 cup agave nectar, maple syrup 

or honey
2 Tablespoons tamari
2 Tablespoons apple cider vinegar

3 cloves garlic
1 Tablespoon grated ginger

1 portobello cap, gills removed and 

sliced into long strips

DIRECTIONS

Pulse walnuts in the food processor until crumbly. 
remove from the food processor and place in a 

mixing bowl. Mix well with other ingredients by hand.

Quick and Tasty Dinners

Raw Korean BBQ Tacos

Walnut Chorizo 
Ingredients:
1 cup walnuts, pieces or chips
1/3 cup sun dried tomatoes, 
chopped finely
1 Tablespoon cilantro, chopped
1 1/4 teaspoons cumin seed
1 Tablespoon tamari
1/8 teaspoon pepper, red or 
cayenne
3/4 Tablespoon olive oil
1 teaspoon dark or light organic 

agave syrup
1/4 teaspoon sea salt
2 cloves garlic, minced

Blend until smooth, and set aside 
until ready to use.

DIRECTIONS



By rachel Carr
rachelCarr.com

Rachel Carr
rachel is a vegan/vegetarian chef 
that loves to share delicious,
plant-based recipes. She is inspired by 
seasonal produce, and beautiful fruits 
and vegetables.

DIRECTIONS

Quick and Tasty Dinners

Raw Korean BBQ Tacos

Mash all guacamole ingredients together with a fork.
Using the collard greens as taco shells, build the tacos 

as desired with a little guacamole, walnut chorizo, 
kimchee and korean BBQ marinated portobellos. 

Garnish with scallion, cilantro, red cabbage and lime.

Guac & Collard Leaf 
Ingredients:
4-6 collard leaves

Guacamole:
1 avocado
1/4 onion, minced
Pinch salt
Juice of ½ lime

http://www.rachelcarr.com/


By Shannon Leparski
theGlowingfridge.com

Ingredients:
1 large zucchini, spiralized2 large carrots, spiralized1 red bell pepper, thinly sliced1 cup red cabbage, chopped into small strips

1 cup corn
1/2 cup celery, chopped1/4 cup fresh cilantro, chopped2-3 Tablespoons sesame seeds

For the dressing:1-inch chunk fresh ginger1/2 inch chunk of jalapeño, with seeds
1/2 of an avocadofresh juice from 1 lime3-4 Tablespoons water2 teaspoons maple syrup or raw agave nectar1/2 Tablespoon raw coconut oil1/4 teaspoon sea saltcouple dashes of pepper

DIRECTIONS

Shannon Leparski
The Glowing Fridge

Shannon is a health and nutrition 
enthusiast for the plant-based lifestyle. She 
shares her colorful, nourishing creations 
and offers nutrition tips on her blog, the 
Glowing fridge. Her passion for promoting 
the plant-based lifestyle has blossomed 
since going vegan and she lives to inspire, 
motivate, create and flourish from this 
abundant plant-fueled life!

Blend the nuts in a food processor. add dates and pulse. Mix in the 
coconut and pulse again.
form into small balls and serve.

Quick and Tasty Dinners

Spicy Zoodle Bowl

Notes
Makes 2 large servings. if you don’t like spicy, you can use less 
jalapeño or omit it altogether. if you think you will have leftovers, 
keep the dressing separate and add as needed so the veggies 
don’t become soggy in the refrigerator. this will keep in the 
refrigerator up to 2 days.
optional add-ins: cashews, peanuts, edamame, green onions

http://www.theglowingfridge.com/


Deliciously Slimming Treats

Orange Cream Coconut Bark
Thick Raw Lemon Bars
Strawberry Dessert Sushi
Limoncello Coconut Pops
Chocolate Pudding 3 Ways
Cran-Pom Smoothie
Fruit Kebabs With Chocolate



Deliciously Slimming Treats

By amie Sue oldfather
Nouveauraw.com

Amie Sue Oldfather
Nouveau Raw

Graduate of the Living Light Culinary 
institute, with 800+ raw recipes, amie 
Sue strives to teach, encourage and share 
techniques to help others. Voted 2013 Best 
online raw food Blog, Nouveau raw.

Orange Cream Coconut Butter Bark

DIRECTIONS

in a food processor, fitted with the “S” blade, combine the softened 
coconut butter and orange juice.  Process until silky and creamy.

Pour into mold(s) and freeze.  the bark will hold up at room temp as 
long as it doesn’t get warmer than about 76 degrees (f).

Ingredients:
1/2 cup coconut butter, softened
1/2 cup fresh orange juice

http://www.nouveauraw.com/


By Lauren Goslin
oatmealwithafork.com

Prep time: 10 minutes

Process together the ingredients for the bottom layer (add a little 
water if necessary to bring everything together).

Make sure it is well combined, and press it into a small glass dish.

Gently melt together the coconut oil with the coconut butter.

Stir in the remaining ingredients, adding stevia to taste.

Pour atop the bottom layer.

Place into the fridge or freezer until set.

Cut and enjoy!

DIRECTIONS

Lauren Goslin
Oatmeal With A Fork

Business graduate with a penchant for all 
things culinary, Lauren’s goal is to create 
the healthiest recipes possible without 
sacrificing taste. She eats a little bit of 
everything, so you will find a vast variety of 
delicious recipes to choose from.

Deliciously Slimming Treats

Thick Raw Lemon Bars
Filling Ingredients
6 Tablespoons coconut oil
3 Tablespoons coconut butter
3 Tablespoons maple syrup   
or raw honey
3 Tablespoons lemon juice
2 teaspoons lemon zest
9 drops stevia, to taste (or another 2-3 teaspoons of liquid sweetener)dash of turmeric, for color 
(optional)

Base Ingredients

1 cup walnuts or pecans

¼ cup unsweetened coconut

6 large, soft dates

¼ teaspoon salt

1 Tablespoon lemon zest

½ teaspoon water, as needed 

for combining

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

http://www.oatmealwithafork.com/


By Chris Calomine
talesofakitchen.com

Chris Calomine
Tales of a Kitchen

Chris is the author, recipe developer and 
amateur photographer behind tales of 
a kitchen. Her blog is a place where she 
celebrates a healthy, positive lifestyle and 
the food she loves.

DIRECTIONS

Ingredients
1/3 cup raw almonds 
1/4 cup raw cashews 
1/8 cup raw oats
1 Tablespoon raw honey
1 Tablespoon coconut oil
couple of drops of vanilla extract
pinch of sea salt
1 Tablespoon coconut, finely 
shredded + extra
4 strawberries, cut in thin strips - 
for filling 
1/5 orange peel, cut in thin strips 
- for filling

first, place cling film (plastic wrap) on the rolling mat and tuck 
it underneath at the edges. 

Mix the first 3 ingredients in a blender for few seconds until 
finely ground. in a separate bowl, mix them by hand with 
the rest of the ingredients (except those for the filling) until 
completely incorporated.  

Sprinkle the ‘extra’ coconut on the rolling mat then equally 
spread the nut mixture on top. in the center of the nut mix, 
arrange the strawberry and orange strips, lining them up 
together without leaving any gaps. 

Proceeded to rolling: from the closer edge roll the mat away, 
evenly and gently pressing on the strawberries to keep them 
in place and to make the roll firm.

Place the roll (with the mat and all) in the freezer for 5-10 
minutes to firm up. when you take it out, remove the mat 
leaving the cling film in place. Cut the roll in half, then each 
half into 3 equal pieces and serve.

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

Deliciously Slimming Treats

Strawberry Dessert Sushi

http://www.talesofakitchen.com/


By rose
theCleanDish.com

Yields: 10-12 pops

Ingredients
1 Tablespoon unrefined,   
virgin coconut oil
½ cup shredded coconut, 
unsweetened + some for dusting
½ cup blanched almond flour
1 Tablespoon maple syrup
1 Tablespoon Limoncello or grain 
& gluten free vodka    
(e.g. potato vodka)
¼ teaspoon lemon extract
tiny pinch of sea salt
optional: ¼ teaspoon turmeric  
(for color)

Rose
The Clean Dish

real food blogger & advocate, recipe 
developer, artisan wine lover, army 
wife, rose is celebrating organic, 
biodynamic, non-GMo, green & 
sustainable food. Come join!

in a small saucepan, melt coconut oil over low heat.

Combine all ingredients in a medium size bowl.

form 10-12 balls and roll them in coconut shreds. if the dough is 
too crumbly, add a little more coconut oil (1 teaspoon at a time).

refrigerate for at least 1 hour before serving.

DIRECTIONS

Deliciously Slimming Treats

Limoncello Coconut Pops

2.  

http://www.thecleandish.com/


By Julie west
theSimpleVeganista.blogspot.com

Julie West
The Simple Veganista

Julie began a vegan lifestyle in the 
early part of 2011 and since then she 
has become passionate about creating 
healthy vegan dishes – many 100% raw – 
and sharing in hopes to inspire others. 

DIRECTIONS

1 ripe avocado
1 ripe banana, peeled
3-4 Tablespoons cacao powder
2 Tablespoons maple syrup
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1/2 cup fresh orange juice
1 teaspoon orange zest

Blend all ingredients in high-speed 
blender until creamy, scraping 
down the sides as needed to 
incorporate everything.

add more orange juice as needed 
for desired consistency. taste for 
flavor and adjust accordingly.

top with vegan chocolate chips 
and coconut whipped cream. 
You can serve at room temp but 
i find it’s best when chilled in the 
refrigerator for a couple hours. 

Store leftovers in an air tight 
container in the refrigerator for up 
to a 3 days.

Deliciously Slimming Treats

Raw Chocolate Pudding
Three Ways!

Basic
Chocolate

Orange
Chocolate

Cinnamon
Espresso

Blend all ingredients in high-speed 
blender until creamy, scraping 
down the sides as needed to 
incorporate everything.

top with a dollop of whipped 
coconut cream and shaved dark 
chocolate, cacao nibs or vegan 
chocolate chips.

Blend all ingredients in high-speed 
blender until creamy, scraping 
down the sides as needed to 
incorporate everything. add more 
water as needed.

for this to be 100% raw, omit the 
espresso powder. it’s fantastic with 
just the cinnamon too!

INGREDIENTS

1 ripe avocado
1 ripe banana, peeled
3-4 Tablespoons cacao powder
2 Tablespoons maple syrup
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1/4 teaspoon cinnamon
1/2 cup water

1 ripe avocado
1 ripe banana, peeled
3-4 Tablespoons cacao powder
2 Tablespoons maple syrup
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1/2 teaspoon instant espresso 
powder
1/4 teaspoon cinnamon
1/2 cup water



By angela Gallardo
BarerootGirl.com

Angela Gallardo
Bare Root Girl

angela lives in Portland, oregon with her 
husband and two pups.  Currently she does 
freelance recipe & video content and is 
ecstatic to be starting at Bauman College 
to become a registered 
Nutritional Consultant.

Combine everything in a blender and blend on high 1-2 minutes 
or until super smooth.

DIRECTIONS

Ingredients
1 ½ cups coconut water
1/2 cup BPA-free coconut milk
1 cup fresh pomegranate arils (about 1 pom 
worth)
½ cup fresh cranberries
1 cup frozen blueberries
1 medium banana
2 Tablespoons chia seeds
3 Tablespoons hemp seeds

Deliciously Slimming Treats

Pomegranate Cranberry Antioxidant Smoothie

http://www.barerootgirl.com/


By emily Von euw
thisrawsomeVeganLife.com

Emily Von Euw
This Rawsome Vegan Life

Creator of this rawsome Vegan 
Life, a blog dedicated to sharing 
wholesome raw, vegan recipes and 
information about the lifestyle, emily 
von euw has recently released her 
first cookbook all about raw desserts 
called rawsome Vegan Baking. 

DIRECTIONS

Ingredients
Fruit Skewers:
1 apple
2 mandarins
3 slices of pineapple
and any other fruit you 
may have and want to use
several wooden skewers

Chocolate:
1 Tablespoon maple syrup
1 teaspoon cacao powder
1 teaspoon coconut oil

Slice all the fruit into bite-size pieces and stick onto kebab skewers.

to make the chocolate drizzle, melt the coconut oil and stir the 
ingredients together until smooth.

then, drizzle the fruit with the chocolate. You can let the chocolate harden 
or just eat it right away and bask in the glorious delight this healthy, raw, 
cruelty-free snack selflessly provides. 

Deliciously Slimming Treats

Fruit Kebabs with Chocolate Sauce

http://www.thisrawsomeveganlife.com/


Healing Tonics

Warming Spiced Ayurvedic Milk

Ginger Cucumber Detox Juice

Nature’s Flu Shot

Earthy Tones Beet Juice

Ginger Lemon Cold Tonic

Apple Cider Vinegar Elixir

Immune-Boosting Turmeric Milk



Healing Tonics

By Juliane Brown Porter
StyleNectar.com

Juliane Brown Porter
Style Nectar

Juliane Porter is a fine artist and founder of 
StyleNectar.com where she shares tips on 
Living Beautifully via food, art and holistic 
health. She enjoys a gluten-free, primarily 
raw vegan “foodstyle” and shares beautiful 
recipes alongside wellness articles and her 
commissioned fine art weekly at StyleNectar.

Ingredients
1 cup of almond, coconut or your 
your favorite non-dairy milk
pinch of cardamom 
pinch of ginger
pinch of turmeric
raw honey 

DIRECTIONS

Pour your favorite non-dairy milk into a small pot.  

add spices to taste and whisk to combine. Start with less 
and experiment with more later. However, a pinch is all 
you need.

Bring milk to baby bottle temperature to keep it raw. if you 
don’t care about it staying raw, bring it to a light steam.

add a raw honey to taste and give milk another whisking.  

Pour into your favorite mug and enjoy heavenly 
sleepytime yumminess!

Warming Spiced Ayurvedic Sleepytime Milk

http://www.stylenectar.com/


By emily Babb
LouisianaBrideBlog.com

Peel cucumbers, remove skin from lime, and turn on juicer. Juice parsley, 
ginger, lime, and cucumbers.

Pour over ice and add a dash of cayenne pepper, or more to your liking.

Ingredients:
Dressing
2 cucumbers
2 inch knob of ginger1/2 lime
1 cup of parsley
dash of cayenne pepper

Note:if you like sweeter juice add some watermelon, cantaloupe, or honeydew

DIRECTIONS

Emily Babb
Louisiana Bride Blog

Louisiana Bride is a blog about life, food, 
DiY projects, and emily’s obsession with all 
things Southern. 

Healing Tonics

Ginger Cucumber Detox Juice

http://www.louisianabrideblog.com/


Combine all ingredients and stir well. take daily!

Ingredients:
1 fresh lemon
3-5 garlic cloves (crushed)
1 Tablespoon raw honey 
1/2 Tablespoon ginger (preferably 
fresh and grated)
1/8 teaspoon cayenne powder 
1/8 teaspoon turmeric 
1 cup of water

DIRECTIONS

Lori Klein
Health Extremist

Lori loves researching and writing about 
health topics and keeping up with the 
latest studies in health. She also loves 
trying to find natural alternatives for 
everything from natural remedies to 
homemade cleaners and makeup.

By Lori klein
Healthextremist.com

Healing Tonics

Nature’s Flu Shot

http://www.healthextremist.com/


By emily Von euw
thisrawsomeVeganLife.com

Peel, slice and cut as needed. Juice it up and drink it down. 

Ingredients:

4 beets
3 carrots
1 apple
1 orange
1/2 cucumber
1 bell pepper
4 pineapple slices

DIRECTIONS

Emily Von Euw
This Rawsome Vegan Life

Creator of this rawsome Vegan Life, a 
blog dedicated to sharing wholesome 
raw, vegan recipes and information about 
the lifestyle, emily von euw has recently 
released her first cookbook all about raw 
desserts called rawsome Vegan Baking. 

Healing Tonics

Earthy Tones Beet Juice

http://www.thisrawsomeveganlife.com/


if juicing, juice the apple and the ginger together or alternatively pour 
the apple juice into a large glass.

add apple cider vinegar, cinnamon, honey and water and stir to 
combine. taste and add more honey if desired.

Ingredients:
1/2 cup fresh lemon juice
3 cups warm filtered water
1/4 cup raw organic honey 
(local if possible) or liquid 
stevia
1 Tablespoon freshly grated 
ginger

DIRECTIONS

Tess Masters
Healthy Blender Recipes

widely known as ‘the Blender Girl’, tess 
is an actor, presenter and healthy recipe 
advocate who publishes her favorite 
creations on HealthyBlenderrecipes.com.

By tess Masters
HealthyBlenderrecipes.com

Healing Tonics

Apple Cider Vinegar Elixir

http://www.healthyblenderrecipes.com/


Blend together dairy-free milk ingredients until smooth (strain if you like it 
less creamy). transfer to a small pot.

Stir in all of your spices and warm over medium heat for about 3-5 minutes.

Strain and serve warm. feel better!

Ingredients:
For the dairy-free milk:
1 1/2 cups pure water
2 Medjool or Deglet Noor dates 
(pitted)
1 Tablespoon raw almond butter
Few drops vanilla extract
Pinch fine ground sea salt

The added spices:
3/4 teaspoon turmeric powder
2 whole black peppercorns
1/4 teaspoon ground cardamom 
(or 2-3 whole cardamom pods, 
cracked)
1/4 teaspoon fresh minced ginger
Pinch of saffron, optional

DIRECTIONS
Heather Crosby
Yum Universe

Heather is a recipe developer for plant-
based, gluten-free, wheat-free, dairy-
free, and meat-free foods. She founded  
YumUniverse, is a t. Colin Campbell 
foundation Certified Plant-Based wellness 
Coach and  wrote the book YumUniverse.

By Heather Crosby
YumUniverse.com

Healing Tonics

Immune-Boosting Turmeric Milk

http://www.yumuniverse.com/


Our Favorite Raw Dessert

RAW vEGAN BLUEBERRY RASPBERRY ChEESECAKE

Crust Ingredients:

1 cup old fashioned oats

¼ cup pecans
¼ cup almonds

¼ cup walnuts

1 Tablespoon hemp seeds

1 Tablespoon extra virgin 

olive oil
2 Tablespoons coconut 

milk
1 teaspoon pure vanilla 

extract
4 pitted dates

DIRECTIONS

To Make The Crust

add the old fashioned oats, pecans, almonds, walnuts, hemp seeds/
hearts, olive oil, coconut milk, vanilla extract and dates in the blender. 
Blend on high speed until a sticky crumbly mixture forms.

Spoon the mixture out and press it on the bottom of a large 
springform pan. this will be the base of the cheesecake.

By Susanna Liang
DivineHealthyfood.com

In 2014, we tried hundreds of amazing recipes.  But, this 
berry cheesecake from Susanna over at Divine Healthy Food 

we can’t get out of our minds!  Enjoy :)



Susanna Liang
Divine Healthy Food

Divine Healthy food is a vegan blog 
focusing on plant-based foods, great taste, 
and health. Susanna’s food philosophy: 
is “eating should be enjoyable and 
nourishing. we should eat for health and 
nothing else.

To make the Filling

Soak cashews in water for at least 2 hours.

first, put 1 cup of raspberries in the blender. Blend until it becomes 
a smooth puree, then spoon it out into a small bowl. Briefly rinse the 
blender so the redness is gone. Next, add the cup of blueberries and 
also blend until it becomes a puree. Put the blueberry puree in another 
separate small bowl and set aside.

in the blender, add the cashews, coconut oil, maple syrup and vanilla 
extract. Blend for a few minutes until everything is completely smooth, 
then add the blueberry and raspberry puree, give it a quick pulse and 
mix it up with a spoon.

Filling Ingredients:
2 cups cashews, pre-
soaked
1 cup blueberries
1 cup raspberries
2 Tablespoons virgin 
coconut oil
1 Tablespoon maple syrup
1 teaspoon vanilla extract

Sauce Ingredients:
1 cup raspberries
¼ cup blueberries
2 Tablespoons pure 
pomegranate juice

DIRECTIONS

Our Favorite Raw Dessert

Blueberry Raspberry Cheesecake

http://www.divinehealthyfood.com/


Take the survey

How did we do?

What did you love about this issue?
Where could it have been better?

We want to make Raw Food Magazine your favorite 
magazine, so you look forward to each issue.

Your opinion matters!

http://rawfoodmagazine.polldaddy.com/s/rawfoodmagazine-jan-feb-2015-survey


Join the Community
Choose your favorite platforms below.

Join our community of passionate individuals
devoted to health, education, and joyful living!

http://www.facebook.com/RawFoodMagazine
http://www.pinterest.com/RawFoodMagazine
http://www.twitter.com/RawFoodMagazine
http://www.instagram.com/RawFoodMagazine



